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PREFACE 
 

The Book of Samahel was dictated by more than sixty Angels (they were exactly 72 

messengers who dictated it) to four young people called José Antonio, Luis Miguel, 

Paqui and José between the years 1987 and 1989 in Paiporta (Valencia, Spain). 

 

The Spanish press called the phenomenon “The angels of Paiporta,” and called the 

manuscript the Book of the 2000 pages, name by which it is known internationally since 

1990. Since the first moments, this phenomenon arouse a great commotion in the media 

and a large part of the “qualified” press set themselves up as the only bastions of 

investigation, creating with this one of the most intricate controversies of the decade, as 

while some were of the opinion that it was only a fraud or a business, others, on the 

contrary, after contrasting the facts with the main protagonists, thought it was a true 

case of “heavenly manifestation,” yet being them angels or extraterrestrials (as was the 

opinion of an important sector). 

 

There were several books that collected both the story and part of the texts. The first 

serious edition was called El oro azul (Elyón Publishers, 1993). A second edition of the 

same text, revised and expanded, was printed again in 1994. In 1994, Los mil Tiempos 

(Elyón Publishers) is published. This same year, the same publishers print La vía 

Iniciática, an assay by Antonio Bennassar based upon the ideas mentioned in the 

original manuscripts. And finally, in May, 2000, an edition of the original texts is 

published with the name El Libro de Samahel (Fui Publishers, Spain). 

 

With the only intention of clarifying the events, we would like to mention that the 

original fragments which were published in the successive editions, the same as those 

that can be read here, are THREE CHAPTERS of the 19 that make up the original 

manuscript, and that do not clarify the book as a whole; what has been published seems 

to show, incorrectly, a series of apocalyptic “messages,” pessimistic most of the times; 

in other occasions, it seems old-fashioned and coarse moralistic suggestions, that 

disappear if the WHOLE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT IS READ; it is then when we 

realize that it all responds to a network of Symbolisms wisely put together, that the 

Initiated in these matters can decipher and understand in their true meaning. 

 

As the “four boys of Paiporta” promised not to publish the entire manuscript until the 

year 2050 (when they had already died), but to deposit 36 original copies with 36 

“Keepers,” we must say that these HAND-WRITTEN COPIES are already being 

distributed since the beginning of the year (2005), so that anyone who is interested can 

read them. It must be also stated that the Book of Samahel is not the property of any 

group, association or any of the kind, a fact that is described and acknowledged in each 

delivery to its Keeper, that must sign an agreement before a NOTARY PUBLIC, having 

to abide by the law for any infringement derived from these and other clauses, not being 

able to publish it. 

 

(For a YouTube video of an interview with Luis Miguel in the early ‘90s, with subtitles 

in English, please click HERE.) 

  

https://bit.ly/2QT50rv
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INTRODUCTION BY ANGEL SAMAHEL 

 

The East and the West will fight within the channels of a cold war, there are 
very few people who won’t be involved. I refer to the south of Spain. I refer to 
the womb of the Old Religion. Thousands of questions won’t have any more 
answers. Opprobrium will come by the way of your own brothers as a herb that 
blooms, afterwards it will shrivel; few are the beings who will listen to the 
meaning of the word Wisdom. 

A stupid wise man will come in to usurp what the word Wisdom really means. 
But, be aware, you are still protected. 

There are rude words that must be pronounced in the face of those who think 
themselves wise. They deserve it. 

There are words of encouragement that should be pronounced at the same 
time, as these words are for those who have had their ears open, their mouths 
shut, their spirits remodelled before what reaches you from the exterior that 
lives in your interior. Outside remains a bitterness and the predisposition to treat 
as ignorant those who heard and believed. Outside will remain the ignorance 
while those who heard and believed join together without hearing the stupid 
who howl for them not to hear who are right due to their shouting. 

I wished from the beginning of the centuries to fulfil the promise that was 
entrusted to me and it’s not the first time that I speak. 

Brothers of time, you won’t have miracles but authentic proofs of everything 
which, since the beginning, has happened, is happening, and will happen. 



 

Nothing exists because it was created, everything Exists by your own creation: 
who would deny the evidence be damned in this life and the next ones to come; 
who would hear be welcomed to my world where creation is understood and 
where doubt disappears. 

There are many who await the wisdom of other worlds but in this world only a 
few are the chosen to speak. What would you prefer, to listen as you please?, 
because depending on your preference that way it will be delivered. 

The Effect is one, and so the Effectist is one because he speaks in the name of 
God who is One. Oneness saves everything. The idiots are many and create 
questions for their stupidity, their effect is hundredfold, without taking to an open 
path and they have hundreds of gods to the convenience of the inventor; they 
will run blind looking for their non-existent god, their non-findable personality 
and their fallible effect. 

It’s already time for equilibrium, it’s already time for the manifestation, it’s 
already time for you the few to be heard and for you to leave a testament for the 
wandering blind that think they are something they will never achieve, as for 
them love isn’t love, wisdom is what they want it to be, they grant forgiveness to 
their convenience, they teach who knows more to shine themselves, they invent 
gods to torture, they desire their fellow humans to entertain themselves, they 
instil truths in which they really don’t believe, they don’t see the skies or the 
earth, the clouds or the sea, nevertheless, they speak about what is beyond the 
skies, deeper than the earth, above the clouds, and more precious than the sea; 
they think they have the authority to ask what can’t be asked, when they haven’t 
known how to listen; they think they have the power to discuss about what can’t 
be discussed when they haven’t known how to think; they think they are 
empowered to doubt about what is Sacred when they still haven’t finished 
finding themselves, they think they have the power to cast their opinion about 
what is Established when they are unable to read in a bird, in a flower, or a drop 
of water. 

Idiots are those whom they want them to be idiots, and humiliating others, they 
think they are wise. They claim to be effectists and they stop in the slash of the 
Effect and don’t listen to the aspect of its origin. 

They avoid this inferno and create their infernos where they try to adapt 
themselves and fit together and the steam of their irresponsibility blinds their 
eyes for them not to see they are inserted in their own Inferno! In a word, they 
only see one name and not the meaning; in a saying they only see the trial and 
not the end. 

I wish, Four Branches, that my book starts this way, that being a Sublime 
dictation is given to you today. 

A broken Branch, in the high, will always give birth to a new one. 



 

LOVE CAN BE THE BLUE GOLD, IT IS THE BASIS OF THE 
CLUE 

SAMAHEL SPEAKS 

 

This lustful age invents psychic tortures to diminish where possible the lust in 
which it’s immersed. Love has been transformed in pleasure by the only fact of 
believing you love while that sensation receives the name of Passion. Passion 
and Love are different; Love is fragile and soft, Passion is hard and violent. 
Love is contemplation and Passion is ignorance. Love merges you with what 
you Love, Passion makes you forget the trace of Love you have been able to 
glimpse in an utopian moment. Love isn’t kissing but nevertheless kisses are 
necessary; Love is feeling in your inside and nevertheless it’s demonstrating it 
outside; Love isn’t touching and nevertheless it needs the softness of a body. 
Passion is the kiss, the uncontrolled demonstration, and the body; but with the 
only purpose of kissing and giving free reins to pleasure. 

The churches raise sins against the Love of the body without thinking the body 
should be preaching the same Love. They raise barriers and stupefy the 
followers who are blinded by their words without thinking they are human. They 
speak of Love for fellow men and they don’t see the beauty of the exterior of 
fellow men. How what can’t be seen be Loved? Because the churches speak 
about an interior love, of entrails. 

God can Love because he knows your interior, and your interior is similar to His, 
that is why Contemplation and Love are catalogued as Divine. The churches 
preach about Love, about an utopian love that isn’t even similar, and it is at the 



 

same time, to the love of a father for his child, the love of a child for his father; 
but they never thought about the Love of a husband for his wife, of the lovers; 
loves that are complementary with the interiors and don't have precisely the 
aspect of sex, Passion is what can be triggered by these loves. 

Who, when loving a friend, hasn’t felt the urge to embrace him with such force 
as to merge with him? And the love of a mother for his child and of a man for a 
woman? This symbol of embracing is the prelude of the Great Love. 

We censure love for pleasure or passion without true love, without the 
understanding and knowledge of things so as to reach the other one, without 
the contemplation of the beauty that is intrinsically related to nature. We don’t 
censure the asexual Love that opens the paths of human knowledge and 
transforms it in the true Love that feels a spirit that is perfect or in way of its 
perfection. 

Within the churches a common denominator exists: “You must Love your fellow 
men.” And within these same churches there is another opposite denominator: 
“But how I want to understand that Love,” without leaving an opportunity to 
debates or disquisitions. 

Politics are more flexible in this matter, but they are also wrong. Those politics 
related to cults have the same categorical opinion as them. Those segregated 
move themselves in a confusion of allowable lewdness and have resulted in the 
unbridled passion of unnatural and animal loves. The consciousness-raising 
that one group or another does for you isn’t justifiable. Philosophy gives cause 
for awareness of love expired and without any sense. The cultures speak about 
the profane love of their people and nearly scratch what is bestial. You have 
gone from the past to the future and from present to the past falling one and a 
thousand times into a wrong awareness of love where men have set out rules, 
where behaviours have been approved or disapproved; but nobody, dead or 
alive, has known how to feel Love without mixing it with the Passion that implies 
the body in which you are in. 

Reject then all the known concepts that both the churches and the politics and 
philosophies may show you, because these three things are inventions of the 
human mind subordinated to the body. 

Celibacy is unnatural for who hasn’t been born for it and runs after the sexual 
daydreams his body demands. 

Abstinence stupefies the supposedly pure thought of who practices it. Who 
when very young gets to know the ways of Passion ends up feeling bored about 
his behaviour and his mind moves to other darker and wronged ways, or on the 
contrary he transforms it only into Passion and separates it from the concept of 
Love and Contemplation of beauty. The lewd old man who doesn’t see in a 
body of his same age the beauty of an aged perfume, seeks for Passion in the 
young body and humiliates beauty and violates Love, then he loathes the 
bodies of his own generation and he proclaims them to be abandoned by 



 

spirituality because he has only seen in the body the exterior, without thinking 
that the one who inhabits it is the same God who occupies a young body. 

There are churches that like the body of man because they have erased, with 
their religion, the body of woman where with regard to their rules only sin, 
diabolic cohabitation, and fornication inhabit, but the appetites of these 
churches have a reflection by nature: they became cruel in crime, they became 
cruel in madness, and in the destruction of the body of man as a replica to its 
terrible sin. There are other churches where woman is less than man only 
because of her exterior image and these churches didn’t or don’t think that it’s 
the same God who lives in two bodies, that beats in them and that, in essence, 
doesn’t do external separations. 

There are politics where the body of man can’t be present and reason and 
virtue are the property of woman, that hate the opposite gender accusing it of 
being different and with a reprehensible personality when they really don’t see 
that the same God who inhabits them, also inhabits with no difference the body 
of man. Politics exist where the beauty of nature is contemplated and they come 
to the aid of its hunger and thirst, they save from fire the greenness of creation 
and claim to the world for the pureness of certain natural agents, and 
nevertheless, they do nothing for their fellow humans or do they come to the aid 
of their hunger or thirst, or can they save them from a fire, from water or from 
disease. 

The disgust is immense in the Highest because everything came out of the 
Love which all of you intrinsically should have carried in a Beginning, but 
materiality has blinded you, you have shuffled all the spiritual virtues with their 
opposite the material ones, and since thousands of years ago you walk blinded, 
you decide what is most convenient and you steal; this way the churches called 
to holiness commit crimes, those who should forgive only forgive those of their 
ranks, the churches that should worship one only Good have made up a 
religious pantheism full of images and sometimes crowned higher than God, the 
churches that should live in poverty to give example live in opulence trying to 
demonstrate that God is rich when he’s really also poor; they have destroyed 
the Law, they only see Prophets of the past and up to Heaven has cried out the 
voice of those, that being martyrs by cause of themselves, have been unjustly 
condemned. God has said: “always forgive,” and they don’t forgive any others 
but those who for their interest fight in their favour; those who give to the richest 
and steal from the poor. 

God has said: “you shall not worship anyone but Me that Is One, and you shall 
not erect idol or prostrate before it” and they have produced saints when only 
God is Saint, and they have carved idols and prostrated before them on their 
knees. God has said: “you will not swear,” and they swear in the name of their 
father, their brains, in the name of the churches and even God; because they 
don’t know how to say “yes” to what is yes and “no” to what is no, and need 
harsh words to testify for an assertion or a denial. 

Others say: “woman is evil and man is holiness” and haven’t realized they have 
broken God in two being One and they have confronted him against himself 



 

being non-confrontable. Others “we shall take from the one who has most and 
will give to the one who has least,” and they have become wealthy. Others have 
invented philosophical dogmas made to their own convenience, politics that 
lead to failure, and when they are wrong, they blame the world and don’t want 
to admit their own failure. 

It’s thousands of years ago, in your own counting, since we come with an 
aspect as you see us now, and we have talked about the primary asexual Love 
that you are all called to feel, and we talked to Prophets; and even God himself 
came given the human helplessness and obstinacy, you didn’t listen to any of 
us, What do you think that God’s own words mean? “All the Law can be 
summarized in one: Love your fellow beings as you Love yourself,” and this 
comes to have one only meaning: if you Loved that way you wouldn’t kill, or lie, 
or steal, or would you produce false concepts and precepts, or would you give 
way to so much controversy or church, politics or philosophy. It’s not a clue 
what I give, not either a precept, because if it was it would be counted with the 
others. The dictation of Heaven is for you to open your eyes, to contemplate the 
beauty in everything that surrounds you, to look at yourselves in a mirror and 
see your Perfection and Order, that you understand yourselves in the first place 
to be able to understand others; then you will know that God exists in your 
interior, and only that way will you be able to Love both a bird and a world, 
another person, both a fellow human and yourself; because you should never 
feel for others something you don’t want happening to you. 

I have told you and written the following material and spiritual symbolism: the 
Blue Gold is: “a naked young man lying on an Altar.” 

Thousands of years ago, as you compute it, language with articulation of sound 
didn’t exist as you speak it now; after the separation of God and being God, a 
set of symbols was created with spontaneity that took to a higher symbol: the 
Tree of Life; known the first ones only by someone who was in charge of 
showing them for you to reach the last great symbol not known by Him until he 
merged with the Perfection from where he had come. During two periods the 
human matter created sounds and words and a language was produced with 
which what these symbols hid couldn’t be skilfully pronounced, so then the 
castes were created of the so called Effectists that were the refuge of a divinity 
enclosed in a body and who had the Spiritual language based only on Wisdom. 
And they imprisoned it in the material symbols that spoke about the only path to 
the attainment of Perfection. When the half-periods had elapsed those symbols 
were relegated to having to be translated by means of Words, that cut feelings 
and don’t really express the virtue to which they could refer to. 

We the Virtues are intelligences separated from God and made available to you 
since words were created; the keepers for the survival of these symbols, and 
each one of us thinks separately and only assimilates one Virtue uniting with 
each other at the end in Perfection when no word or body exist in this world and 
the others. 

From first symbols, hindered by words, cultures, churches, politics and 
philosophies have been derived, and in the course of time they have been 



 

smeared with spiritual reflections such as an old man is the reflection of the 
mindset of the child he was. So you understand Love as a synonym for 
concupiscence, or on the contrary, as something so asexual that only a few 
could feel, and this paradoxical Love is the result of the Divine feeling, already 
lost, in a beautiful human body whose environment has made ugly and 
quotidian. 

In this period, that has arrived, you are all called to Understand, and those 
same symbols of which we are keepers must be known, but not by the pigs that 
will throw them against you, after they are disclosed. So don’t say anything 
about this until we advise you. 

The task we entrust you with is arduous, because the symbolism must be 
expressed with words that are a distant reflection of what it really means. The 
lesson is unique as unique is the path that leads to the great symbolism of the 
Tree of Life and there are no other ways for the Understanding, although others 
speculate about it; what we dictate you is the real and unique way. 

We ask you to distance yourselves from everything done by the human mind 
that is new and for this we state that every church, politics and philosophy, are 
sparkles of a lost basis and as they are not supported by their own basis are 
false. 

The explanation of the symbolism that brings you closer to perfection using 
words is very similar to what is real of the principle of Love. Only those who 
have their ears wide open will understand. “The Blue Gold is a young man lying 
on an Altar.” “The Altar is the table on which the Sacred is put.” The young man 
is the symbol of beauty, as all the youth and all the spring; his nudity is the lack 
of artificialness and of double image, it’s the lack of hypocrisy or of duality. At 
the same time that youngster, being a male body, symbolizes regeneration and 
what is untouchable for other men as it would be contra naturam: his young 
body can awaken carnal desires and in contrast, to the Perfect it would inspire 
tangible beauty. 

The Altar is the platform on which the Sacred rests and what isn’t firmly situated 
on earth and what separates the Sacred from the profane. The name for this 
symbol, “Blue Gold,” refers to the shine of gold; taken out from the entrails of 
earth and symbol of matter, which is made this symbol when the light of the sun 
is reflected on it; and when the blue of the sky is reflected on the water of the 
ocean and penetrates in the deepest of it; a symbolism that tells you that in all 
matter exists spirituality, the reflection of the Highest, and that in all spirituality a 
reflection of matter exists, down to the abysses. This is what the body of the 
young man is, hanging between the High and the low and where is intrinsically 
united matter and spirit, the beauty the Wise can see and the lust that the 
mundane could catch sight of. The equilateral triangle with its base resting upon 
the material horizon and with its vertex pointing up is also the symbol of him 
who feels himself as matter and points with his mind to the achievement of 
Absolute Perfection. The Blue Gold would be leaning on the base of this triangle 
and to summarize it communicates to you that everyone who understands and 
feels what the Blue Gold is would be pointing to the symbol of the Tree of Life. 



 

This is one of the symbols related to Divine Love and that is in you, which in the 
course of time and language, were misinterpreted in the churches and the 
politics since the beginning of the creation of language. As this symbolism is the 
body of a young man (creation-spirituality) and not of a woman (germination-
materiality), the politics endowed men with supremacy over women dividing, 
what is indivisable, the asexual essence of God, granting privileges and some 
cultures emerging in which men were sacred and political and women were 
profane and didn’t have the divinity that corresponded to them. But the risk of 
this assertion had and has to be compensated for, and new laws were created 
against the desecrators of the bodies of men who didn’t see in them but their 
own excitement and homosexuality was condemned when it was really the 
result of a misinterpretation; and so the laws are enforced when someone falls 
into what is contrary to the reality that seems divine. 

The ancient cultures, especially those on which the current one is based, had 
revelations by us of their great mistake and their great lack of Understanding, 
but they didn’t pay any attention to the emissaries or their words leaded to a 
misinterpretation of the message and God himself had to come to 
communicate, only to twelve and with great zeal, the message of Love that is a 
clear exponent of this First and Divine Symbolism. He was aware, within his 
matter, this stubborn world couldn’t evolve in this idea so the message 
remained cut in two: one to start it and the other for the completion of the world, 
when we would arrive to speak as before and where the incarnate God will 
come back to finish what he commenced. 

Churches, politics, and barbarian cultures took hold of the essence of the 
interpretation which they didn’t know because they didn’t have the Knowledge, 
they made foolish things sacred and several symbolisms that have no meaning 
on their own, what they weren’t able to understand or explain due to that lack of 
Understanding they catalogued it as a dogma of faith and they are in error when 
they say you must believe what they weren't able to decipher because of their 
lack of Understanding; and such was their ruin and lovelessness that they 
departed, with their zeal, from the only thing that gave light to the Path: the Law 
of Love that beholds all the Laws. You were told they weren’t mistaken, but they 
were. You were told that evil would never prevail in the True Community, but it 
has prevailed in all the communities that have existed. They have made 
associations with politics and adopted strange philosophies that are opposed to 
what they were heading to teach; they charge you for their services, they do 
business with the Divinity, they create infernos within the one they are inserted 
in... To summarize, if they are not mistaken God is wrong and we testify that 
God, Order and Intelligence, has never been mistaken. The creation of the word 
“religion” is human, not divine; God doesn’t need words to Create except when 
he occupies a body; God doesn’t punish, but forgives; God has made you free 
so you can choose the path you want to follow, God isn’t pride, but meekness; 
God doesn’t have the face that man has imposed on him, and doesn't have the 
body subordinated to matter except in you. I tell you that you are created in the 
image and resemblance of God not in the body, but in the essence. The pride of 
evil when it rebelled against Perfection has been commented when it’s only a 
symbol. Men and women being created from clay has been commented, when it 
was only a symbol; any mind could also think that God would be more proud 



 

when he named with the word “evil” whom was supposed to be his adversary, 
but now I give you a symbol, that God, in his kindness, will forgive the symbol of 
evil but only when all of you are in Him and the word “evil” in your mouths has 
no meaning. 

Because the word “evil” was an invention of your own language, and you 
associated beings to evil, a flow opposed to Perfection was created fed by 
stupid lies and fruitless tortures and you needed priests who would work for evil 
and in them the world saw women. You speak about genetics and in genetics 
no single thought is lost, think now in the mistake of putting naked woman 
(priestess of “evil”) on top of Altars, in comparison with what the first symbol 
means: “The Blue Gold.” Nothing can be lost, but if you are made to 
misinterpret the first symbols after so many mistakes, but it’s not your fault, but 
of those who knowing their mistake, dragged and drag to their side the ignorant 
masses and showed and show them with such macabre practices the internal 
rupture of a Sacred symbol transforming it into a profane dirty symbol. God in 
himself doesn’t have two genders, nor do we. God in himself can’t procreate, 
but create; we the Virtues are sexless as the same Virtue indicates: happiness, 
tolerance, liberty, don’t have a gender; or do prophecy, reason or feeling. The 
churches that have tried to move away from sex have been the first ones to 
make divisions within spirituality. Although the majority shouts to you that this is 
a heresy don’t feel uneasy, it continues to be the truth. 

I’ve dictated everything from which you must move away, say it when we 
commend you to do so, live the moment of everything I say: move away from 
what they have tried to imbue you with and say false to falseness and true to 
the truth, but be careful with those who come to you because there are 
churches, politics and philosophies that within them is only a negligible part of 
Perfection. Only by moving away from what is established can the necessary 
involution be reached that means the necessary beginning for you to 
understand what Love is. 

You men and women are free to choose, because God established it that way, 
but one thing I say that spirituality itself loathes: when touching the body of a 
man with fickleness with the only reason of passion, without realizing not only 
its beauty but what you can desecrate, it’s already a fault that can take you to 
this life again; the fact of sodomy without effect you will punish it to yourself in 
the lives that remain till you reach Perfection. 

The dictations that we do read them one and a thousand times, not to learn 
them by heart, but to realize if you still haven’t realized the importance it has for 
this world. Learn every point, as each sentence is inspired by us the Virtues, 
from the place where we are in. 

 



 

UMIEL SPEAKS 

 

A book was dictated time ago and is well known by you: “ADAMA,” a book that 
once written and read by whom didn’t live the trials untied halos of uncertainty 
over those who didn’t listen to him because its language, of the Highest, 
couldn’t be understood; but the time has come in which all the mysteries are to 
be disclosed and all the trials are to be applied to this world and to every being. 
What was disclosed as a secret is now said in normal speech, as the first light 
that takes to the Tree of Life can’t be hidden behind a black veil in the end of 
the periods that are near to come. 

Love in matter that you call Passion has three faces: of disgust, of what is 
spiritual and of the final ecstasy that is equivalent to death. They tempt every 
being with a body be it with more matter than spirit in its interior or with more 
spirit than matter, but these three faces of the material Love have a duality as 
everything that exists in this world, and this duality has again three faces: the 
disgust of contemplating Love in matter that makes a mistake, the Great 
Celestial Spirituality, and the rejection of the fleeting Love that implies a 
pleasure equivalent to death. This duality with three faces each one, is 
intrinsically united and is the constant debate of men, who have embraced one 
pole, or the other. And you humans on your way to Perfection and Knowledge 
mustn’t contemplate any of the six faces, forgetting about the previous five, but, 
as having a body, must contemplate the six of them to destroy the mistake of 
words and to merge with the Highest. A being on its way to Contemplation and 
before dying must Understand what this means to return to the place from 
where he departed, although sometimes, mistaken beings feel comfortable with 
feeling this for some time, they idealize their Love and shut their eyes to 
anything else, remaining stagnated in their own contemplation of their own 



 

idealism, and when opening their eyes realize they have lost their time 
contemplating a feeling and then feel helpless when imagining the 
contemplation of the Celestial Love. 

Who thinks that Love can be idolized, that Love is an ideal, that in this world a 
philosophy can be made out of Love, is wrong, and more mistaken is who 
personifies that Love and gives it a life in a body as for this we have the bad 
taste which the failure of the mistake leaves. Who understands these words and 
is able to kiss with his understanding the Love to which you are called, will be 
able to write in his mind: Son of God. 

Oh those, who feeling in a mistaken way consecrate their actions! Oh those of 
whom it’s said with convincing evidence, that take advantage of the mistake of 
the latter with knowledge of cause to consecrate the actions they have 
reproached! 

Oh those who drink the sweet liquor of lies, knowing which is the deceit, to find 
an excuse for their evil and retarded behaviour! And oh those who take this 
teaching to find an excuse for their evil love, putting these words as their 
witness! Oh those men who have sex with men who think they are woman and 
dress in such a way! Oh the imperfect who change sex, not because they feel 
the opposite, but to make a living out of fornication; because if God himself 
forgives the whores, he will fill these with opprobrium, putrefaction, disease, 
fights, and a slow death; but not because of God’s vengeance, which doesn’t 
exist in Him, but because they will reject their own body constantly on this earth 
and will reject their Divine part when they contemplate what they were called to! 
Oh the man and the woman who changes Love for passion and trades with this 
thinking he was only born to this life and that after it he won’t find another! Oh 
those who see the beauty of a body and instead of taking possession of it and 
observing the Dress of beauty, take advantage of the pleasure of youth that 
lasts less for you than the pleasure of old age; these, due to their perversion 
and lack of contemplation, will wander searching for the material and 
superfluous love without finding it in their lives! 

Set aside all which is so material that you can’t make any use of it, not even for 
contemplating the High. We tell you that there are things inside your matter 
which will take you to the Absolute Spirituality. Destroy the myths and you will 
understand us. I am going to dictate a clue to be interpreted only if you have 
already Understood all the latter: “When a being, that has Contemplated and 
Understood, gets accustomed to material acts they will lose any meaning for 
him and he will be totally devoted to Spirituality.” And I show you material acts 
that take to the achievement of the Spirit that are: the pain when you feel happy 
and think in who doesn’t understand, this pain will help you not to value such a 
fragile body. The Understanding of sex that triggers the Love for everything and 
the Communion with us and which will help you find yourselves. And sacrifice, 
that helps you see the Path more clearly and the spontaneous loss of 
importance of your matter; this implies the renouncement of your body of matter 
and you will understand that your destiny is higher. It will no longer mean a 
chain that ties you to the Earth, but the track to reach the Highest. And so I tell 
you that due to this sex can only exist in the Effect. 



 

So who understands the meaning of the Blue Gold, puts it into practice, 
contemplates the beauty and deepness of the dictation, who recognizes his 
errors in Love and who observes that every natural law of behaviour is enclosed 
in the word Love will be inserted in the comprehension of this triangle and will 
understand the failure of churches, politics, and philosophies. And who 
recognizes these failures and knows how to take, not what is most convenient 
for him, but what in they weren’t mistaken will be saved from the filthy destiny 
your earth runs towards loose and his symbolic triangle will point to the 
Perfection to which all of you have been called. 



 

TWO ARE ONE, AND ONE IS DUAL 

URIEL SPEAKS 

 

Yes, we assure you that you are part of God, heirs of God and now called by 
him, if you are Perfect as your Father is, to unite with him forever. 

Be very careful, as the nearer you are in achieving what you have been called 
to, before will arrive Evil not only to cloud your spirit which is on the right track, 
but also your fragile body that wraps it. Jesus Our Lord told you: “don’t give the 
holy things, the spiritual achievements, to the darkness of people; better keep 
them as your most precious treasure be it not that once they understand them 
they enact a law to damage you with your own words. Don’t give the Great and 
Holy things to those who can’t understand them be it not that they rise all 
together against you and not only trampling on you they trample on that 
Holiness that you have deserved. Keep the important and talk about what can 
guide. That the spiritual treasures be for you. Be humble and at the same time 
be cautious.” 

I repeat and communicate to you: Learn that God is only One, but his Mercy 
has been reflected upon all this Universe so that you learn this Oneness and 
return to Him to be One Perennial. 

Know, we don’t think you will have to think about this much, that each one of 
you, of all the residents of this Universe, is dual, yes, negative and positive, and 
so you must be in these worlds until you eliminate both your negativity and 



 

positivity. Who does good isn’t Holy, or is evil or devilish who does evil. I must 
tell you that Saint is the one who lacks in his interior the sense of Good and 
Evil, that is why no one is Saint but God. Wasn’t it the knowledge of Good and 
Evil what imprisoned you in your bodies and due to which with the Divine 
explosiveness all this world of Dualities was created, in accordance with your 
matter – spirit condition? Does the “nudity” of the symbols of Adam and Eve not 
mean the knowledge that such “ignorance” ended and you symbolically “got to 
know your nudity?” And isn’t it that your “nudity” is based precisely on the 
emptiness in which you remain immersed after knowing what is evil and good? 

You are still thinking, calculating, inventing religions and sectarizing those 
agreements you have reached about the subject of the mistake you were driven 
to by that Samael, Iblis or Eblis—who promised wisdom, anyway—and who 
promised you “would be like gods” without having yet reached in your interior a 
more or less logical thinking. And nothing easier have you had in front of your 
eyes although, Aren’t they blind those who up to now are guiding you? And isn’t 
it true that a blind person can’t lead others because they would stumble and fall 
with more of a racket? Those blind people who have misguided you with their 
blindness, apart from having been even more blinded by the darkness of their 
interests and materialism, God in His Compassion will send them once and 
again to the world they have created full of putrefaction, pride, greed, and crime 
until they are willing to See and in this sense to teach in the path of Light that 
Shines eternally and doesn’t have a stain or twilight. 

So what was the deceit to which you were bound? And I use this word because 
not any other can my mouth pronounce. The prophets already disclosed it, we 
have also told it to you since the beginning of your periods, God himself 
incarnated in a man pronounced it without any of you paying attention maybe 
because it wasn’t compatible with the interests of whom created the religions, 
and even in you it’s engraved in the remote interior of your spirit. The deceit 
was to promise you, that knowing good and evil, you would be “like Gods” and 
looking at both aspects it’s possible that not even the “deceit” itself existed. 

That symbol of the Tempting Serpent earlier to what Moseh simply insinuated 
means “Wisdom” and it was really the urge to Know what separated you from 
your Essential Primitive Condition. 

Yes, you wanted to be “like Gods!” and it’s what you finally got: to be “like God” 
and not precisely “God” as from the beginning you were already inserted in Him 
as we are also. 



 

MICHAEL SPEAKS 

 

I speak the Truth if I relate what I have the duty of telling you now by the 
command of your and our Creator God. But be understanding because some 
aspects can’t be narrated and I will have to use symbols for all of you to 
understand. A Divine Idea has difficulty in finding human words to express its 
True meaning, although, if you are Pure and remain on the Path, these 
symbols, comparisons, and words will awaken you to the Real Wisdom that 
consists now in Uniting with where you departed from with only your thought. 
Listen. Listen. Listen. 

God One, in a moment of his thought, —a moment that still exists because in 
Him there is no time—created all the material things with the purpose of 
“observing” them in Himself. But for Him that observation of Creation was and is 
what for you is like the scent of a flower or the pleasure you express when 
contemplating a work of art. An important part of Himself but minimum 
regarding the global part if our Creator could be “enclosed,” precisely that 
“aspect of observation and recreation in His Works,” got to “know” what was 
and is good and evil separating in this way from Him and taking an energy and 
thought different to the first one because He with the flow of his Thought wanted 
it and Created it. But it’s inconceivable that in the Womb of the Only anything 
discordant existed. The Thinking Creational Totality isn’t the same as the 
creation of a Good-Evil duality in a Thought that fights war against itself and so 
can be destroyed with the Force of Thought, and from being Everything can 



 

pass to Nothing. It was and is, imagine it that way, as if when you were 
observing and enjoying a work of art it would jump to a life given by the energy 
of your delight and would fight a war against you telling itself that it’s like you, 
and would seek to be you. It’s this way—if you excuse this insignificant 
comparison—it happened and happens continuously for the Divine Mind that 
has no time. 

So, in one part of the Divine Thought chaos reigned and that same chaos, being 
Divine, separated by its own thinking because it was rejected or put aside by 
the Divine First Order. In these tenths of a second that is perennial and isn’t 
even that, the Divine Thought, being One, couldn’t fight against what is dual, 
against its war; so for it not to be a spiritual energy adverse to Himself He 
divided it by his Own Thought, in millions of millions of trillions of thinking 
particles full of that “wisdom of the duality Good-Evil” and he put each one in a 
body according to that need: you were created in that fraction of a second—to 
call it that way, I repeat—and being a divine imperfect part, but Divine, along 
with your body the world that surrounds you was created, in accordance with 
your general essence. That way, in you, you were separated as male and 
female; and in your world exists day and night, red and blue, spirit and matter, 
white and black, bent and straight, pleasure and suffering... a world of 
dimensions, colours, and opposites in all its forms, ways, and needs. But what 
about Evil? that Pride—that Jesus called Satan or the Adversary—that terror, 
the fury, the runaway pleasure that was originated when not only the Perfect 
and the Imperfect had been separated, but when you were separated in man 
and woman so as to perpetuate the arrival of other spirits, all those “defects” 
and some others which were generated by that “contemplation of the self,” and 
consequently “Thought and think” by themselves because they are pure energy 
capable of ruling and once it was Divine but now known by you and by your 
cause. That which was called “Evil” and is energy opposed and alive and that 
would tend to “fight war” against the Creator was separated from you so as not 
to be so strong in the Fight. 

And the “return to what you were?” Then the divine plan created us the 
emissaries between God your creator and you, and between you and God our 
and your Creator. In this way we the Virtues were born, some purer and with 
more capacity to fight for Evil not to prevail, others who are mediators for you 
not to fall in the error of being mistaken and not get lost in the categorical good-
evil, and others who are guardians and punishers at the same time. We were 
created exactly when the worlds were created after you, that is why you are 
superior to us but inferior to God Our Lord. 

So then, I repeat, in the moment of creation on the one hand the world of the 
Negative spirits was originated who try to drag you towards their vices and 
deliriums which were mainly caused by Pride. On the other the world of the 
spirits that rule over all matter, that are at your service as the “potential God” 
you now are. The world of the Emissaries, to which I belong, and that exist to 
protect and guide you. The world of your Dual Condition, to which you belong 
and that enjoys—until you unite with God—a material life that encompasses the 
divine essence that one day will be Him, this is to say, the world of matter and 



 

spirit united that is the only one to name it in some way, that separated from 
God. 

Yes, there are infinite variants between the types to which you the mortals and 
us the spirits belong to although to explain this another emissary will come to 
dictate to you in this book for your necessary understanding speaking in a 
clarifying way. This emissary will come with the name of AOM. 

So which was then the deceit you were bound to by that “wisdom” that meddled 
in your interior if such thing never happened except in yourselves? What sin did 
you commit which the human hand, water or fire, that were created at the same 
time as you, could overturn? Which was your error if such an error consisted 
precisely in an “aspect of observation and recreation of the Works of God” due 
to which you are separated precisely from Him so the Eternal Duality Good-Evil 
can’t be created? You must know that the alleged sin of your origin or first sin in 
that “Eden,” which is nothing but the Primeval State of Glory without separation, 
can’t be eliminated by water or fire, human word or action but by yourselves 
with your behaviour in this and other lives terminated and brought to good 
end—what God has granted you for your Salvation—, you will unite with Him of 
your own free will being the same as when you Departed in this Beginning-
Nowadays-End that is Everything because it’s Perennial Creational Eternity. 



 

RATZIEL SPEAKS 

 

But listen, all humans, to what I have now come to disclose: I, Ratziel, Emissary 
of the hidden mysteries. When since the beginning you came out of the womb 
of God my Creator and incarnated in that corporal form which accommodates 
your spirit with the only purpose to not Create the Eternal Duality you never lost 
the virtue of Creation, no. As the potential God you are you continued and 
continue creating but in two ways, as your matter – spirit condition commands. 
And so art, music, dancing, in one word: beauty was created. And don’t be 
amazed if I tell you that thanks to this you are the only beings of Creation 
capable of moving and making happy those in front who admire you; to hit, play, 
blow into an instrument taking those who hear you to the most sublime 
calmness or awakening the pure and impure interior feelings—also in this you 
are dual—; to move a brush on a blank canvas and give it three apparent 
dimensions which portrait the dreams that can’t be pronounced with words or 
letters; to engrave silver and gold, stones and clay, and to produce from what is 
inert graceful figures full of movement, tenderness, hate or love. 

It isn’t because of your intelligence that you can do this but because inside your 
body a part of the Creator God inhabits. And I also tell you that the artists in all 
the aspects you know and in other aspects that you don’t know are nearer to 
the Understanding of Creation and its Discovery to unite with the Absolute 
Creator. Haven’t you ever thought why some of you know how to dance 
gracefully—and I mean when they are capable of seeding a feeling in who 
admires them—while the majority don’t even know how to move a hand? 
Haven’t you ever thought why while some of you are capable of drawing what 



 

they see—and I mean when that drawing can express a pure feeling—there are 
hundreds who don’t know how to draw a perfect line or to mix the perfect and 
original colour? Haven’t you ever thought why while some of you write verses 
enhancing the beauty of feelings and giving musicality to expression, a 
thousand exist that no matter how much efforts you make, can’t even express 
yourselves correctly? So I repeat it because it’s true that composers, painters, 
poets, designers, sculptors, stylists and alike are touched by the Spirituality that 
corresponds to them and have a more clear vision of Creation than the others. 
Isn’t it they are characterised by “sensibility?” Isn’t sensibility the virtue that is 
granted to the one who Loves, suffers, feels, theorizes, observes, and Lives the 
most? And isn’t every art, movement, sound, and step a form of Creation, 
subordinated to your body that moves the most subtle feelings in the interior of 
your mind? 

Yes, humans, you never lost the power of Creation, but I also come to 
communicate, as that creation is material (God trapped in matter isolated from 
God Perfection) it’s also subjected to the duality that you carry and that 
characterises you and in this sense you can also use it for negativity; this way 
those who should seed Love with their works of art seed the sensation of hate 
and repugnance, those who should awaken beauty trigger effects of ugliness; 
those of purity, sin; those of happiness, sadness, and so on which characterises 
those who don’t know how to use their virtue correctly and mistaken others. 

Another issue that is my duty to disclose and which is intrinsically related with 
this former issue although a priori you might not think it’s so: your spirit also 
creates through your feelings. 

The virtue of Creation that characterises you, with your conditions of hate, 
laziness, envy, pride or jealousy just to name those inferior states of feelings, 
creates and feeds the Negatives carriers of them. And I speak, humanity, of 
what was separated from you in a beginning by a Divine Command so you 
wouldn’t establish the Eternal Duality: Pure Evil, yes, that awful mind that also 
exists parallel to us, you, and God but that is in the intermediate category 
between us and you. 

Your basest feelings when they replace another pure feeling create or feed a 
Negative entity that THINKS BY ITSELF AND REALLY EXISTS lying in wait for 
you, keeping watch of you, tempting you, and waiting for the opportunity in 
which your existence will be subjugated to it with the only “unconscious” and 
primitive purpose of preventing you from uniting with Perfection. So when you 
feel hate and you unleash it you are feeding an entity called Hate. When you 
feel jealous or an uncontrolled passion, when you unleash it, you feed the 
negative entities called Jealousy or Passion... When you feel proud—the 
biggest mistake—and you unleash it you feed the negative entity called Pride. 
That is your spiritual creation: to feed negative energies that your ancient fellow 
humans called the “devil,” “malignant,” “demon!” And you must know that you 
feed them by millions, by thousands of millions, millions of millions of “them,” 
each time you get angry, each time your bad thoughts are unleashed. That is 
why I tell you that Evil is already knocking at the doors of your world – Inferno 
that you call The Earth. They are everywhere, in every corner, crouched in your 



 

furniture and glass, in the dishes, in the water, overloading your atmosphere 
that won’t let them out... And they spy and keep watch of you and smile when 
you stuff them with your stupid and mistaken manifestations, and they hinder 
your purest desires and the time has come, that is this one, when these 
Negative energies trapped in your world will interfere with your lives because 
they surpass many millions of you in Power and Greatness. So you shouldn’t be 
surprised if we tell you that all your world started to suffer a malignant 
metamorphosis since the year 1,920 (Gregorian calendar), as from that date 
onwards wars became accentuated with more power and tyranny, also since 
that date the transformation of your Power of material creation was 
surreptitiously shown to you; so what was harmony you have transformed into 
coarseness; what were pictorial shapes into unreal brushstrokes that don’t 
communicate anything, what was a melody into shouts of war, of hate, of rage 
and repression; what was a verse you have made it nonsense full of rude words 
and foul texts; what was a sculpture into twisted shapes that don’t resemble 
what they want to express. It isn’t modernity or style, much to the contrary, it’s 
what the general mind creates and what the rest of you are willing to accept 
without knowing it’s the real victory of Evil. They are coarse pebbles, incoherent 
screams, bestial dances, confused brushstrokes: the victory of Chaos and the 
Nothing in this your world, wonderful before, and since next December 24th of 
the year 1,988 (Gregorian calendar) annihilated by Evil whom the majority of 
you have cheered as chief and lord. 

I haven’t omitted anything in this regard, not about this teaching that should 
already be existing in your interior, but about this Wisdom and clarification for 
your interior already forgotten. We are your servants, and we the Virtues, have 
come to prepare you for the long fight that is approaching this your world The 
Earth, where being victorious the Evil created or fed by you in other occasions, 
we must come to help and prepare for these events those who don’t deserve 
the Thousand Periods of horror that will prevail since the date previously 
dictated and which you must tell all those who ask you. 

Yes, the time has come in which all the prophecies of horror will come true. 
They are at the door! And we must advise about the Truth those who with their 
presence in this your planet and with their behaviour have invoked us as 
Perfection, Justice and Equity. We will separate the wheat from the chaff, the 
rotten from the healthy fruit, the dry tree from the fresh and fruitful tree. The 
“Judge” Jesus will appear and will bear true witness to everything that was 
taught to you and it will he Him who will promptly “burn” the chaff, what is rotten 
and the dry tree on this earth full of Blackness and Wickedness, and He will 
also give life to the wheat, to what is healthy and the fruitful tree. 

Be assured that there is little time left for all this to start happening. 



 

OPHIEL SPEAKS 

 

If the separation from God was what originated you, us and Evil; if it was your 
origin what started the creation of “other” Evils forming a legion and Adverse 
hosts and you gave “food” to the real Evil until you enlarged it in this planet; it 
will be now your malignant creation what will destroy your environment and 
what will chain you to this world created in a beginning for your enjoyment but 
withered by your foolishness or the foolishness of the majority. 

So you, misusing your creation, have regretfully destroyed what is yours. A sad 
paradox for you who have in your hands two powers you don’t know how to 
use! And it would seem as if you only lived with the condition that you had to 
commit suicide and with the obligation of taking advantage of goodness to do 
evil, with what can help you in perfection, to destroy and mistaken yourselves. 

You are so complex from where we are! We don’t understand your position, that 
being now far from privileged, is currently disadvantageous due to your whims. 

The vicissitudes which in your interior run as runaway horses are no longer 
understood by the lowest of us the spirits. 

In other ages we were subjected to you to help, to lend you a part of our 
essence, and now you are not even strong enough to name us. You have 
reached a point where you have even forgotten our names and 
excommunicated our virtues from yourselves! Those of us that were here to 
help you transformed into unnameable Geniuses due to our non-existence for 
some, and into a myth of orthodox gnostics for others. Humanity, humanity; how 



 

many times have we got to the doors of your mind, and after calling you, you 
have despised us when we only came to help you in your needs of the Path! If 
the feeling of sadness could do any effect in our cosmic vibration it would have 
been thousands of years ago that our non-existent tears would have drowned 
you sweeping you away in our sorrow. It’s true that such feelings are only yours 
and we don’t participate in them unless we take the glorified body with which we 
have come to you, but sometimes we feel happier being as we are if we 
compare how you should Be and Feel, with how you currently are and feel. So, 
with your behaviour, you even make us “detest” your “material given body” 
enviable for any Virtue at least because of the beauty that characterises it, due 
to your continued misuse of it. 

Know this: if you don’t escape from your duality you won’t find the Path to the 
Tree of Life constantly guarded by the Igneous who inserts itself in between in 
your mind. And if you ask which is the symbol of the Igneous with the sword 
before Eden I can tell you it’s your own oblivion of why you separated from God 
Our Lord because if you remembered it you would know how to finally Unite 
with Him without complying with the covenant that consisted and consists in, 
that due to the continuous trials which in the lives you impose yourselves you 
should erase from your spirit what lost you: awareness of good and evil. That 
Igneous sword, so, symbolizes the partition in Him and you and the creation of 
the spirits and the worlds which you are bound to and will be bound to until 
everything is One Same Thing. When you don’t differentiate, that “Igneous with 
his sword” will disappear from your minds and you will have access to the 
Eternal Life. This way I communicate it to you and is. 



 

UMIEL SPEAKS 

 

Man, in the worlds of the Adonai, needs a material means of support to live with 
to overcome what you called the Initial Failure and the different trials you are 
subjected to until you reach the Improvement of the Spirit. 

Everything is divided for you in two poles which the mind makes opposed. On 
the one hand matter with everything you can see, touch, taste or hear, and on 
the other the spirit with its sensations, feelings, wisdom, understanding, and 
improvement. 

Your earth, and with it matter, is the scenario, your scenario, for the 
improvement of your spirits, but man has taken possession of it as the only 
thing that exists; so you have created in yourselves a world where you can only 
obtain what you are able to perceive with your senses. As you try to take 
possession of all what you want that is material rivalry is born making 
everything ruthless and creating fictitious values for each thing. This rivalry is 
born by its own to the point that you only see in your life a constant struggle to 
have material things and consequently you lose Life in the attempt to get rich, or 
at least to survive. With this two castes were born that don’t have anything to do 
with Wisdom, but more precisely with knowing how to obtain what is your 
ambition at the expense of deceiving and oppressing your fellow men: the rich 
and the poor. 

You the first oppress the second at the expense of rejecting your own 
personality and disappointing your own consciousness; you lose all your 



 

spiritual values and only worry about the material values that life has given you 
and so you only think in protecting and increasing them. You the rich don’t want 
to give away what you have because you think you will be safe for the rest of 
your lives, and you love so much what you have that if for any reason you lost it 
you would feel empty. A great mistake! 

You the poor fight to survive, although for that you have to leave behind some 
of your values that you feel as a person; and you don’t understand why some 
have all they need without any effort and you have to do daily efforts to obtain 
what is necessary to continue living while with your work you make rich who 
already is rich. You the poor speak ill of your condition in what you think is an 
unfair distribution causing in you anxiety and hopes that are cut short by the 
rich. 

Each of you fight for their interests and some are frightened to lose what they 
have won and others speak ill of their destiny. I tell you that you have forgotten 
the most important thing, the reverse of the coin, in the time in which each one 
of you chooses himself when you don’t have a body that excites you about 
reaching your own perfection, due to which you live during a short time in a 
convenient situation for this purpose in this material world. But it’s necessary 
that it happens this way to pass the trials that you—without your body—have 
chosen beforehand, to find the Path from the position “O” until you reach your 
own Fulfilment. 

It isn’t the world of matter through which you are to achieve Perfection, but in 
matter sufficient exists for you to reach the Path and maybe to see in it the 
reflection of the Highest and the way to communicate with the Sublime and 
even with God Our Lord. Today you men have trampled on everything and have 
taken advantage to satisfy your low passions of what as a Celestial Bridge was 
put on the world. 

You were covered with a body for it, amongst other things, to serve you as a 
trial and many of you let yourselves be guided by your “dress” rejecting your 
own body and forbidding its manifestation when the only way to pass the trials 
is using your body as it rules the “dress” that is the reflection of the latter, not by 
its physical beauty, but by the tasks it can do. 

You all come from the same, God, who is your own interior and is Himself plus 
your physical body, the experiences lived by each one and the passed trials, 
make up each one of you with a different personality that is necessary for the 
next trial that you choose; but don’t forget the trunk from where you have come 
out, where all humanity converges, that is your own feelings and the 
consciousness that adjusts the use of your own actions that influence the 
feelings of the others. 

When you lose your true Essence due to something purely material which is 
useless, it causes atrophy of consciousness, because you act against and don’t 
listen to it, and feelings are degraded for not giving any space for the good will 
that is innate in you; in other words, you lose the Divine Purity of the Being. 



 

The Creator put Beauty in the body of man because it was the proper and 
unique Temple that housed and houses him, and in everything that surrounds 
you, in sound, in the colours, and in all the shapes; it’s you who reverse that 
Beauty and destroy it in your mind and make it stupidly unnatural with your 
awkward rules that have nothing to do with reality. 

Everything is put for your enjoyment and for every Wonder to penetrate inside 
your interior giving birth to your Love and Happiness in this your captivity. This 
way the trials and adverse situations are passed in the course of your present 
life. Everything is perfect in your world because in such a way your and our 
Creator God has put it for you, but it’s the poor human intelligence that 
transforms the perfect into imperfect, that puts obstacles to Happiness and Love 
with your awkward and obstinate thoughts which you don’t know how to channel 
towards the real Liberty. 

It’s in your minds where the Inferno that you invent and feed resides and by 
which you guide yourselves until you are blinded in your spirit and your path of 
Perfection. It’s you, and was, who turn everything into dual or antagonistic 
because some of you lack Elevation. It’s your mind that creates and solves 
temptations and with them, the trials. It all depends on you, on your mind, on 
your improvement, on your Love for the others, and on your final nobility in the 
Contemplation before the Almighty. 

God Our Lord is on top of all of you and us, of creation, and of all the difficulties 
of life. He’s the beginning of man and its end, and that is why he Created the 
material body that serves the purpose of your Purification. 

Your body was created masculine and feminine for one to be complement of the 
other, different so that they couldn’t Complement each other, but not opposed to 
each other as you have done. We, the spirits, don’t have gender, it’s the 
material body that possesses it. You have made that gender be a point of rivalry 
between you thinking that one or the other are superior, even creating a 
different mentality, when it should only mean the delivery of one to what the 
other lacks being union and procreation in this way. Your values, those of man 
and woman, in their union straighten up affection. So, one only thing as is the 
spirit used two different material forms for one to depend on the other and for 
you to offer mutual support, you the women as symbol of matter, and you the 
men as symbol of spirit; neither of you are superior, because the spirit is 
identical and you can belong to one group or the other, as each one chooses 
himself to overcome your failures. 

The point where matter and spirit converge is the point through which you reach 
God Our Creator, because He’s Spirit and the Creator of matter. That is the 
point, or better said the circle, where all the Universe has its sound which is its 
existence; this is the symbol of the two crossed lines with the shape of a cross 
in whose centre everything converges; one thing without the other isn’t 
sufficient, that is why they are complementary. 



 

AZRAEL SPEAKS 

 

As another one has dictated, it’s necessary for man to adopt a material body 
that has a birth and afterwards an old age, because if it wasn’t that way, Duality 
could transform itself in Eternal and the Perfect Oneness would be lost and 
Chaos would appear. 

Paying attention to the beginning of creation you men get involved in a process 
of incarnations in different bodies that serve you as platforms in this or other 
lives, as you must know that if it wasn’t this way you should have to possess 
one only body that should have to remain alive until the moment of Union with 
God and that would complicate your ascension to Perfection because the trials 
wouldn’t be set out as you have them now as you would remember, in your 
experience, all your failures and your previous trials. This wouldn’t be justice 
and would make you eternal in the lands and worlds, and you would watch over 
your works both positive and negative. 

Me, the only Emissary that possesses the virtue of omnipresence as I was 
created by God at the same time as you and you are thousands of millions of 
infinite millions, communicate it to you as I have always known. 

God doesn’t condemn and least of all eternally because if that was the law 
Duality would be eternalized, what is impossible, because God is One and 
indivisable in Him, that is why you have an indeterminate number of different 
lives for your complete development. That way your subjection to this or another 
earth, to this or another world, is temporary and the material goods which you 
might have in one existence lose all their sense when I am sent to knock at your 
door and you must abandon what was never your possession. 



 

Death, hear me, the same as birth must and do exist as contrasted points, seen 
from the world where you move those who have a body. 

Do understand: the existence and the assuredness that physical death will 
reach you sooner or later should help you understand that accumulating wealth 
on Earth is, not only useless, but also futile; and you should be even more 
shocked when men exist that continue with the idea of eternity in life or with a 
body, a totally absurd thing and that has mistaken during centuries. Who thinks 
this way, besides being mistaken, thinks it because of the only and selfish 
eagerness of keeping what he accumulated. 

Death only catches off guard the fool and those who have something to hide, 
because the fundamental principal to reach Perfection in death is that your 
consciousness should be perfectly timed with your facts, this way you will never 
fear to drink from the sweetness which sooner or later you will have to taste. 

If you should feel grief in the moment of death it’s for those who remain here in 
that moment; and you, those who see that a loved one “passes away,” don’t cry 
or feel sad as your grief is most of the time a result of your unconscious 
selfishness that rebels itself against the loss of the person without thinking that 
all of you have the right to return to your natural condition, this is, without a body 
that is what really makes you suffer. 

In the moment of your physical death I come to you and my energy picks you up 
and leads you to the contemplation of Perfection so you do your own final 
judgement—of that life—and a Just judgement—because it’s you and not God, 
who judge yourselves depending on your actions and you say in yourselves if 
you Unite, or go back “down” again to another body in another world or in the 
same previous world—which is necessary in each one of your deaths. 

I disclose one thing: I am the Tunnel of pleasant Light that takes you to the Light 
of Perfection. I am the Vision of all your previous existences before you reach 
the Just Judgement. I am capable of dividing myself as many times as “deaths” 
are happening in all the worlds in the same moment; and I can do this because, 
as the rest, I am disembodied energy. I am the one who grants the body the 
kiss colder than marble but hotter than fire, because I grant it Its Contemplation. 
I am not only the Angel of death of the body, but also of death of the spirit that 
must transform itself-die to reach an evolutional form in other Superior Worlds. I 
am the Emissary of the Life of death and of the Death of life, and my energy 
exists in you because of yourselves. 

I like, nonetheless and in an understandable way, that at least you feel that 
“selfishness” for those who depart from your side because it proves that in you 
Love always exists although that isn’t the best way to channel it or to show it. 

I know you fear death, and this fact is basically, based upon your ignorance of 
this critical moment. I also know you fear death because of the supposed pain it 
might represent for the body, and I am speaking about the physical pain of 
agony. Don’t be misled, as in agony precisely pain doesn’t exist but coldness; 
agony is the reflex impulse of the body that wants to cling to the air, to the last 



 

embers of life, but you don’t feel pain at all. Now, you better feel terrorized by 
the way in which this is triggered, by what causes your death, but don’t feel 
scared about the moment in which you are in the throes of death: I assure you 
that many spirits aren’t in the body that for years has lodged them and 
nevertheless their bodies have gestures of pain they don’t feel. 

You were born from Spirituality and it’s Spirituality itself that gives you the 
opportunity, one life after another until you return to Her again; so here is the 
Life of death that is in itself the Spiritual Life; and the Death of life, that is your 
physical life. 



 

METHATRON SPEAKS 

 

Goodness, evil; life, death; finite, infinite; white and black. All the antagonisms 
will cease to be when they join Perfection, when everything lacks any sense 
and everything has more sense than ever, when man ceases to be man and is 
who he Is. 

It’s all your decision because you wanted it that way and it’s temptation for who 
doesn’t deserve being called Son of God, for who isn’t on the Path of Perfection 
that calls for him as an integral part of who Is, Was and Will Be; when the 
infinite ceases to be infinite to Be; when Knowledge will be superior to your 
Feeling and to Wisdom, when we the spirits are by your side and guide and 
protect who enters the world that surmounts all the worlds. Because good and 
evil don’t exist, but are the awkward option of the human being who is incapable 
of distinguishing and uniting with its Divinity to be what he was in the beginning. 

We were created to help who was superior to us: man. But it has been man who 
has put the servant on top of himself. You humans who have been and are 
capable of creating from your feelings with an energy that is Universal and 
Divine and of providing your creation with intelligence, prostrate yourselves 
incomprehensibly and worship your own creation as if it were superior to you, 
when actually we the angels don’t exist to do good or evil, but Justice. 

The consequence of good and evil can’t be distinguished when you operate 
with them, as you always act correctly in the eyes of some and incorrectly in the 
eyes of others with regard to their own interests or movements. The only thing 
real is the true Justice you keep in your interior and that is the most important 
part that unites you with God Our Creator; when you act with that Justice, your 



 

verdict is never unwise, or unfair, but is capable of doing good to who deserves 
it and evil to who wants to play with that weapon. 

Know that God isn’t only made up of goodness, but is Perfection without 
antagonisms, and Justice in Its Own Sense. Everything, both good and evil, join 
intrinsically to be what created them, the Only God; although each one is a 
Virtue or a Defect, depending on their function in the Cosmos or in this inferno 
called Earth, created this way so you wouldn’t surpass the Creator, but for you 
to serve him in the Idea of Creation. 

The man who doesn’t have Knowledge operates his Effect or his proceeding 
with one or another opposite side without knowing that duality doesn’t exist in 
Perfection, and created this way a world where everything is dual and opposed, 
where he worships one and despises the other, ignoring that both abide by 
Justice and are servants and creation of the Only God. It’s not that you should 
continue on one only side, because then you will always be incomplete; or to 
serve two lords; but to merge the opposite poles to reach the Incomprehension 
of good and evil, where the antagonism no longer exists and where everything 
merges to be Only One. Not in vain perfection is only One and not two, it’s 
Oneness where everything merges and lacks sense; that is why the Only God is 
superior to his adversary and is capable of forgiving him when the time comes 
and his adversary will have to “obey” the Only God in its Justice and Order 
because it’s His creation; except in you that don’t understand such a thing and 
make the adversary as strong as God, or you worship it as God, because 
although it’s the adversary of the Only God it’s below men who have the 
Knowledge of the Path towards Perfection. 

The time of light is now with you in your world, the time in which the great 
mysteries are to be disclosed at last, as it was announced by us and the 
prophets, is already seeded amongst you, both in those of you who believe and 
in those who find it hard to believe due to your rational stereotypes. No more 
time exists, no more doubts will exist around you unless, after this, you create 
them in your blindness, but then nobody, not even us, will be to blame. 
Everything will be said to you, everything will be disclosed, everything is as it 
will be dictated to you through the mouth of others and mine. 

Michael, holder of the symbolic celestial keys and guardian of Equilibrium in you 
and the Cosmos, already dictated the clue of the Beginning in you. I tell you, 
now, on this mountain that is already Sacred: God Our Creator and Lord is 
Disembodied, he doesn’t have hands but reaches everything, he doesn’t have 
feet but lies on everything, he doesn’t have eyes but Sees everything, he 
doesn’t have ears but Knows everything because he Hears it. To speak he 
induces his Prophets, to manifest and make himself visible he chooses me, who 
is His Face without being physical. It was me who spoke repeatedly to Abraham 
and that manifested myself in Mamre. It was also me who made a pact with him 
and whose Love and devotion to God I put to the test when I asked for the life of 
his son Isaac. I was the Lord’s Angel who manifested myself accompanied by 
Gabriel and Camael in front of his tent in charge, myself, of speaking, Gabriel of 
announcing the happy pregnancy, and Camael, of burning down the territory of 
Gomorrah through his angels of destruction. It was also me who in the name of 



 

God dictated Moseh the Laws in the Sinai—not the so called mosaic law—to 
prepare the world towards the way of Perfection. I spoke to Buddha as an 
interior master and communicated him the same as Moseh: “you are God.” I 
spoke to Muhammad after he had listened to Gabriel in the Sacred Place and 
its Mountain. And also I blinded two of them—they blinded themselves in their 
impudence—with the energy not of words but of their stubbornness due to 
which both of them had to hide their faces after what they thought was cause of 
the contemplation of the face of God: Moseh and Muhammad. And both, I 
repeat, shaped the Laws to control the people creating two religions instead of 
telling the dictated Truth, so their images were never caught sight of in posterity; 
it was the price for their whims. 

Nobody could ever see the face of God but mine, the face of His Angel, and 
about this, God, Jesus the Nazirite, as incarnated God, said the truth to all of 
you: “nobody has ever seen the face of God, as He’s disembodied.” 

It’s time, because this I say with His mouth, for everything to separate: white, 
from black; wheat, from chaff... In one word, what is Real from what has only 
been invented, which is after all the false. Don’t be shocked those of you who 
don’t Understand. Don’t act outraged those of you who think this is a 
blasphemy. You, the others, don’t anathematize this I say, because it’s Speech 
that comes from Heaven to all of you who want to See the Truth or Sense the 
magnificence of the Lord Unnameable, the one who isn’t known and so nobody 
can take possession of Him because He’s separated from you and is Only and 
consequently unknowable for your dual intellect. 

This manifestation has been True because God incarnated in Jesus the Nazirite 
showed you the true divine essence inside each one of you, and the 
Unnameable Essence of Magnificence so simple, paradoxically, that lived in a 
body without losing the Essences that characterise it: Creation, Order and 
Spirituality. And having God Revealed himself to you to communicate you are 
the same Thing, do I, His Angel, have the right not to reveal myself? No, really 
the time has come, that is this one, in which all mysteries, as I say, will be 
disclosed to the horror of some and for the joy of others. 

I will show you a sign that will tag the Great Signs of the degeneration of 
humanity, hear it carefully: “When in an Israeli location appears, unearthed, the 
Cananean Calf know that it will mean that the materialistic idolatrous power will 
start to emerge on earth. The date of the warlike victory of Evil will be before 
1,992, and by then the new sign you will receive is that, in Rome won’t live this 
Catholic Pope, in Arabia the moon will be shaken and fire will devastate Spain 
in that season. Evil will prevail and the nations will subject themselves one to 
each other as a prelude of the victory of materiality that will only last for a time 
because in 1,993 (Gregorian calendar) you won’t have a currency that is worth 
enough after trusting your own luck. And see that you will have warnings about 
the worldwide economical desolation!” 

The time has come, and I repeat you are already in it, in which something 
seems to succeed and, following, it doesn’t prevail any longer. It will seem to 
you that one pole of culture is the Truth, to discover horrified, afterwards, the 



 

error committed; and this is because it’s time for fighting and revolution, to 
change what is established, of death of what you know and the painful birth of a 
new humanity. Keep watch and unite you who know that what is dictated is 
truthful! 

Praised was God in Jesus the Nazirite for having given, in his Eternal Love, this 
second opportunity to all for you to understand the mysteries already Disclosed. 
Because such was his Love that he incarnated in a body like yours to speak to 
you as one of you, inferior to Him; and such was His simplicity, that after giving 
example, he embraced you in that first opportunity in this planet and gives you a 
second one before the moments of the Great Trials which will save some of you 
and will Judge others during One Thousand Periods where with them will reign 
the Evil that was fed since immemorial times. 

And praised be God my Creator for granting this world the vision of us who 
manifest ourselves, and the Wisdom of those, who for good, take our messages 
considering that He, by His Own Desire, proved, transforming his death into 
Life, what you will come to Be after the physical death, and leaving to the horror 
of agnostics, of those who say they are atheists, the visible and tangible door of 
the trace of his body transformed into Live Energy of which we departed one 
day. 

Be everything fine for you. 



 

MICHAEL SPEAKS 

 

Listen, those of you who are out of control and of slow understanding and eager 
of palaver. Listen, you who have invented a face for God. Listen, you who have 
sold us and condemned us because the Names you didn’t understand. Listen, 
you who have erected altars before the idols and separated what can’t be 
separated. Listen, forgers of idols and traders of miracles. Listen you who 
because of your pride hated the races, you who designated saints degrading in 
such a way the Holiness of the Only One, you the assassins of creeds, you who 
granted yourselves the heritage of Truth, you who took and believed our 
revelations but made them the whip of mistakes to destroy the mind of those 
who listened to you, you who because of your pride, by comparison, don’t want 
to listen to us because you would realize your great sin, because the same of 
us who spoke in other ages, come back to reproach you for your actions and 
your falseness. 

Listen to us you who walk with expensive clothing and have your possessions 
on earth. Listen to us you who give money to beggars to create a reputation of 
generosity before those who see you; listen to us you the evil ones who have 
found the Treasure and keep it for yourselves as if it was only created for you. 
Listen to me, thieves, miserable usurpers of Truth. Listen to me you who crown 
images with gold and dress them in velvet and silk, decorating them with 
flowers, as if they were God and you haven’t thought that God’s crown are you, 
God’s clothes is His Creation and the flowers He wants, are your spirit. Listen to 
me you the inventors of churches that have taken possession of Truth at the 
expense of the failures of the rest, without realizing you have set aside an error 
to create a larger one. Listen those of you who think that man never goes 
wrong, and you who think that upon one only man rests the authority of God, 



 

and that in his hands exist the keys of what is and isn’t allowed. Listen to me, 
you who when caught telling lies, invent a bigger one to hide the first one. Listen 
to me you who offer incense to gold, to silver, thinking that it pleases God; listen 
those of you who build temples for the dwelling of perfection and haven’t 
realized that Perfection also dwells in a larger temple that is your body. And 
lastly listen to me those of you who have shouted and implored the destruction 
of the world as a punishment for its iniquity, because we have heard those of 
you who are detestable in the eyes of God and those of you who have really 
forged the curse on the earth, because you, the same that have acted wrongly 
have taken possession of goodness making it filthy, and have dared to implore 
justice without realizing, that if this world deserves an end it’s only because of 
your actions, your churches, your politics, and your philosophy. 

We have heard you who have said, without being true, that God has created a 
hell for those who don’t worship him and a heaven for those who do what you 
do, and at the same time, you have contradicted God who says that his 
forgiveness is infinite and that he Loves you more than a mother loves his child. 

The face you have shown of Perfection is austere, resentful, that continuously 
challenges man, that punishes, that rewards, in one word, that behaves with so 
much imperfection as you behave, as you are resentful, proud that punish those 
who don’t listen to you, and reward your servants that make you rich. 

Who has dared to say on behalf of Perfection that It will punish the destitute and 
reward the Detestable? Who has dared to say that Perfection speaks about an 
eternal punishment? Who has taken the word of God and told you that in 
conclusion you have only been born to serve and not due to and for another 
reason? Who have been the false prophets who have mistaken you and made 
your life a vain existence, condemning the world if you don’t listen to them? 
Who has seen the face of God except God? Who has told you he’s a man? 
Who has told you so many lies about Him that, called to be Him, you don’t 
notice it anymore? Those false prophets, those who have taken hold of 
Perfection and mistaken you will taste the judgements they invented, the hell 
they wanted to apply to you, the horrors with which they wanted to terrorize you, 
and they won’t see, then, the face of God because they will always believe they 
have it and are mistaken. 

If Perfection didn’t Love you, we would never have come to speak, and 
consequently, you would never know the true Path, already shown by Jesus 
Our God, or the Perfect Destiny you are called to. If God rewarded the 
churches, that according to them, deserve Perfection, God would be unjust 
because he allowed and allows crime, robbery and trade in his womb. You, a lot 
of you, say you don’t believe in Perfection because what those who should give 
example have taught you find it empty or full of putrefaction and rules; and 
them, who say they have the truth, condemn you one and a thousand times for 
your lack of faith, without wanting to open their eyes and without seeing that it 
has been them with their example who have taken you to that condition. Laugh 
about their condemnations. Laugh about their hells. Laugh about the supposed 
logic of those who say that Perfection doesn’t exist. Laugh about their heavens. 
Laugh aloud about those who assure you that the destiny of man, when not 



 

man himself, is a blind result of nature. Laugh about those who torment you with 
invented demons, with wooden gods covered with wounds or symbols of a cruel 
divinized torture; as you must know that Truth is much simpler and doesn’t need 
items to evoke strong feelings, or stories full of horror to give example of virtue; 
or wealth to dazzle you, or hells to scare you, or heavens where boredom would 
make you miss the earth you lost. 

The simple Truth is one and without tricks or fusses or outcries, without 
shouting or faces altered by human perversion. 

Truth is so simple that even an innocent child would be capable of 
Understanding because his innocence would let him see Reality as he lacks 
spiritual imposed malformations. That is why and the only reason why God, 
knower of human thoughts, cursed all those who would mistake the mind of a 
child; and at the same time took the child as symbol of spontaneity, purity, and 
Learning. God sees everything because you see it that way. God knows 
everything because he’s in each one of you and you will be the judges on the 
day of your individual final judgement that you will do with justice when 
contemplating what Perfection is. Didn’t you hear out of God’s mouth during two 
periods that you are created in His own image and resemblance? How did you 
understand it? You must know you are created in the image of God in spirit 
because God isn’t matter, And didn’t you hear that you are also sons of God 
and that who looked at his “brother” was contemplating God, on the earth? So I 
tell you again on behalf of Perfection that you are “God” inserted in a material 
body that separated from Perfection for a reason that He only knows and that, 
with an example I explained before. I know that if God wanted to disclose it 
entirely he would, but if this would happen it would mean again the breaking 
and separation of Perfection. 

If God in view of the knowledge of good and evil, this is, in view of the creation 
of duality, separated in Perfection and in the imperfect god that you are, won’t 
you realize that you are called to the final merge with the Perfect Perfection? 
How can you think, so, that God can condemn eternally God? 

I earnestly repeat if for the second time. Perfection; and I speak to you in the 
past so you understand although it’s true that time is of terrestrial conscience, 
not divine, so you must Understand me; when having this dual knowledge, 
created, in an explosion of Order, the duality in all its senses and in all its 
classifications, and this way, lodged its imperfect spirit knower of good and evil 
in a material body opposed to the Spirit and was placed, by Creation and Order, 
in a world in accordance with its needs, full of antagonisms as he, but 
perishable as opposed to the eternity of Perfection. 

You know about antagonisms but all this lacks any understanding for the 
Perfect Perfection that doesn’t know about dualities and that can’t be 
pronounced before you because you know time, space, shape, and you move 
from the past to the future and from the future to the past without being 
conscious that you can’t live or feel the present; and it can’t be disclosed 
because you would debate with awkward conjectures to try to Assimilate it, that 
is why Perfection—God—put a limit on your minds that is only opened in the 



 

moment that, with death you are released and see the Perfect Perfection and 
judge yourselves justly returning to another material life if in the previous one 
you have acted unjustly; or merging with Perfection if you have reached the 
necessary Knowledge and Purity for the fusion. 

It has been disclosed to you, Jesus the Nazirite taught it to you, that God judges 
because you who are God do it that way in the moment of death, and that God 
Our Lord always forgives as he gives you the necessary opportunities until you 
Unite with him and be One Only Thing. Who told you that the judgement of the 
end, where it was decided between the eternal condemnation or the eternal 
Perfection, was at the end of one life, and was only one? Who has made his the 
Power, of condemning and saving eternally in one only existence? Who are the 
false prophets who dare to condemn in the name of God, who being born has 
died of hunger, or who living in a foreign country never heard His Teaching? 
Wouldn’t it be reproachable, as they say, to forget the detail that, according to 
appearances, God doesn’t create you with the same opportunities? Who dares 
to assert this? Who has dared with his doctrine to say that God is unfair? You 
must know that who was born rich was poor, and who was born poor was born 
again rich. Who was a lord was born afterwards a lackey, and man, a woman. 
Who deceived, was born to solve the deceit, who spoke wrongly to solve his 
error. Who criticized will be criticized. Who taught will be repaid. The miserable 
will be born to distribute; the justice of the Judgement of God in which you, 
being God, transform yourselves into judges of yourselves stems from this. But 
you must also know, that as potential gods and knowers of the duality of good 
and evil, you also come free to this or other words; free to choose, knowing in 
the lack of awareness after the Contemplation of Perfection, about your failures, 
the path and the condition to reach it, or to leave it and to choose that it brings 
you again to a world according to your actions. 

You also must know that we the Virtues of God who you have called Emissaries 
or Angels, keepers and knowers of one only Virtue, there is where our name 
comes from, are the mediators between the Perfect Perfection and you, and 
between you and the Perfect Perfection, due to which, as I told you, in Order we 
are less than you because you are “God.” 



 

BIRIEL SPEAKS 

 

God told Moses: “These books show them to the people, but don’t show them 
these others, only to the chosen ones who will be my priests,” and after that 
God, in the body of Jesus the Nazirite, said again: “Don’t give the holy things to 
whom can’t understand them, you better keep them so they don’t destroy you 
and these.” We were the same Virtues that were in their service the silent 
witnesses of all these things, and the keepers of all mysteries. Now it’s God 
who sends us to speak to you preceding His Return to this your world, not only 
by smoothing his Path although it’s already smooth, but helping him as servants 
for Him to find your interiors totally mature, meek and fertile at the same time. 

This world you live in will turn against those, who really having Wisdom, try to 
escape from its rules. 

Be brave, yes, but at the same time be cautious. If you expose, you the chosen 
ones, your body to the evil of wicked men, don’t do it with your spirit, because 
you could lose both at the same time. Your flesh you would lose by their hate, 
and your spirit or what enriches your spirit you would lose because they will 
take hold of the goodness you know and will distort it to their own convenience. 

Be cautious, humans, and although you are in this cold earth produce 
“paradise” again, make it live in you, although incomprehension harms you. You 
must produce your own world without escaping from this one, because that 
would be impossible. 

To Love is to make life possible and bearable to whom is beside you but taking 
into account that their lives are not similar one to the other due to which you 



 

shouldn’t bind anything to yourselves; I’m speaking about personality and 
people, about will. 

As God, again, commands us to name: Love each other and you will be the 
chosen ones and called in the Highest “His Sons” and it will be us, who at the 
end of this Period will take you out of the darkness of this Inferno stamping on 
your forehead the sound “THAU” which will save you from everything malignant. 

We have spoken to you about your nature, about your divine Constitution. And 
now we address you others, those of you who seek and don’t find, who call and 
nobody opens you, who ask for something and nothing is given; not because 
you lack faith in your interior but because you don’t know how to do it as the 
centuries and religions have mistaken you. Many of you will ask for our 
manifestation, at least a subtle help on our side, others will only ask to see us to 
have a proof. Think that you must take the first step, that your interior must have 
the desire, having taken away of its essence all the wrong concepts. See that 
it’s quite easy to have a communication with us; for it to happen you only have 
to do what your Consciousness dictates is well done refraining from doing what 
is harmful for others or your own nature. 

Sometimes it’s us who must communicate with you, as in this case, and this 
happens when we have to prepare you for a noticeable event or when a World 
is going to be renewed from its foundations. Then our messages are the seed of 
Wisdom that germinates in those who lack Supreme Imperfection and know in 
their lives the Science of God Our Creator, this is, “The Effect,” or said in other 
words, “the Science of naming the things of which you are the owners,” taking 
into account that I dictate “Name” when I refer to the “knowledge of the matter 
that possesses it”; knowing the Name, the one who has it is bound to the will of 
the one who Knows it. Have you forgotten that God Our Creator told you: “All 
nature is at your disposal?” Well then, also nature obeys you and is animated or 
dies with one only word of the one who Knows and Possesses; this is, the 
Effectist. But the science of God can damage you if you use it with a bad 
purpose or simply to do Evil. 

We hand you the light that drives away the darkness of your minds. Understand 
and apply it with justice and equity, do Wonders with the Effect, but decipher 
beforehand all the Symbols which don’t have words and that other Emissaries 
will dictate. Be careful, because these are the Pearls you must not give the 
“pigs,” these are the Letters that must be kept in the Chest of Knowledge and 
that can be found in the Interior of the human being signalled by the THAU, this 
is the book, once assimilated is sweet in Wisdom and bitter as it can’t be 
Understood by the majority. 

The world in which you live is of vice, and the most important of your vices is 
envy. If they see you have the Truth—I speak to those of you in which taboos, 
stupid dogmas and prejudices haven’t made or make an impression in your 
interior—, that you are the chosen ones because you’ve wanted it that way, and 
that you count with the approval of your Father of the Universe, they will try to 
harm you not only physically but in your morality. 



 

Don’t be mistaken: prophecies must be fulfilled for God’s Glory and you are 
called to be beaten, tortured, evicted for Love to what comes out of the Lord 
Your Creator. Not in vain you will be called Blessed in this and other worlds, 
and you will feel the reward in your Contemplation. 

Evil will lie in wait for you since the moment you cease to be the puppets of this 
earth or of your outdated society, but of the Elevated and Sublime, and when 
you are capable of saying: “Energies of Evil, I expel you from this place in the 
Name which is above all names,” because it will be in that moment, that has 
already arrived, when the Earth will all be bound to Negativity as the Scale has 
been unbalanced. The sects that operate, not only Evil, but worshiping the Anti-
spiritual and Anti-salvation will swarm around in a near date. You will be 
accused and vilified for things you haven’t done and your names will be shuffled 
together with the names of the wicked, small-minded, mistaken, and despicable. 
They will swear you are of the Adversary and their swearwords will be written in 
the Book of Death... You preach with example, even do parodies of the evil you 
find, make a world apart with your experiences and run away from false 
charismas, dethrone them of their possessions with your words, oust them if 
they don’t say the Truth, unmask them without taking anything of them, be it not 
that you are seen as outcasts. 

The new that is Veteran because it’s the rescue of the First will frighten away 
the old, Truth will frighten off lies like the light that drives away darkness, that 
existing, can’t manage against the brightness. What you don’t understand or 
see, that your enthusiastic Faith confirms it out of the natural order. That your 
Faith expels evil from this your world and that it reveals it in the eyes of the 
reprobates who are not shocked because they share it. Don’t lend your ear to 
the lies and promises of the vain cults and sects which swarm around you and 
threaten the true Faith of your interior and that can kill your true Power and 
Effect, because evil will lie in wait for you because then it will be called King and 
Lord of the Earth and will have its dominion here, it will be its possessor during 
One Thousand Periods and will fight to not be dispossessed of the spirits that 
condemn themselves with it. Run away from the claws of the abstract cults that 
will tend to sink in your minds to destroy the Throne that God has in you. The 
moments you live will be hard, you the chosen by God, and think that even you 
will be tempted by matter and mistakes as it has been written. Know beforehand 
that you will be present in the hour that Good and Evil are in a continuous fight, 
be cautious and tame, because evil will threaten everything and this earth will 
be its dominion; in the days this happens 72 hours of intense darkness will reign 
and you won’t see the light of the Sun, day will be blacker than the darkest 
night; I warn you: don’t go out in the streets, close doors and windows and don’t 
open the door to anyone when this happens, because the energy of Evil will 
adopt the appearance of your most loved ones, and heading towards your 
dwelling, will ask you to let them in. Poor of those who succumb to this request! 
Illuminate yourselves with holy candles on a February 2nd, because no human 
energy or apparatus natural or artificial will work in those sad hours. 

It will be the days of the victory of Satan, king and lord of Obscurity and the 
Earth, chief of humans and solicitor of the exiled spirits. And what will you find 
afterwards? The world in agony but distinctly new as far as you can imagine. 



 

Behind will be left the memory of a great sign that will appear in the skies of all 
the planet: a THAU that will go from north to south, from east to west. The 
warning we give you will also remain behind: the sects of Evil will swarm around 
all the corners of your world just when the next total Moon eclipse exists and the 
Moon is tainted in red. Everything will begin in Valencia as this is the place 
where a positive energetic load will be developed during years. After this eclipse 
guard yourselves against negativity putting behind the door of your homes a 
CROSS (THAU), symbol of God’s radiation in the Universe that attracts the 
Essence of the Divine Balance as a shield of your interior and your 
environment; feed your spirit the same way that you take care feeding the 
needs of your body, because in those days to come the first will be even more 
important than the second. The negative men, the wicked, of dissolute lives, 
followers and feeders of Evil will find themselves comfortable, but like a 
boomerang will be for them the same evil they feed and fed receiving one 
hundred for each wicked action they have done because the true deceit that 
Evil offers is to pretend it protects who feeds it, turning round then to bite like a 
panther strikes the neck cleanly and well-aimed. 

The spirits of Evil are below us, but nevertheless they are stronger as much as 
they arrive quicker to the calls and adverse moods of you the humans; because 
of this in those days to come, the beginning of the One Thousand Periods of 
Horror, they will have more followers, even the chiefs and powerful men of the 
governments of your world, and they will fight together to sink you, the chosen 
ones, in the mud of their awkward actions, their mistakes, and their 
manipulation that leads to the terror of the senses and the delirium of the mind. 

That this world doesn’t say: “God punishes,” because it’s a mistake. Better if it 
said: “We have unbalanced the Scale, we have made Evil victorious and due to 
it we are starting to suffer; we have dismissed Michael, energy of Equilibrium, 
and he has left us orphaned. So shall we moan when the angels of destruction 
come to destroy what is already lost and needs, not only to be cleaned, but to 
start in the Order of the Beginning?” It’s not a punishment what comes to you 
but Justice who without shouting through the mouth has shouted in your interior 
the Pact with God. You have stipulated it and this way it will be done. 

Keep you, the chosen ones stamped with the THAU by Gabriel, what we have 
shared and you know. Keep in a safe place your Effect that operates what the 
profane calls “miracles.” Fortunate you who believed what God said: “What I do, 
you will also do it, because united in the End we will be One as in the 
beginning” and have put it into practice! Not in vain you followed God’s advice 
when he pronounced: “If your faith was minimum, you would tell the mountain to 
plunge into the sea and the mountain would obey,” and you’ve had the Faith 
that the Effect achieves which characterises those of you who are on the Path 
of Perfection. If to Jesus the Nazirite, who was God incarnated, his generation 
told him: “We know you come from God because if you didn’t you wouldn’t 
operate such miracles.” What wouldn’t be said of you then, who with your Effect 
highlight the reality that God lives in your interior and that way proclaim that 
God is True? 



 

You will be blessed because you demonstrate the veracity of the words of 
Jesus and at the same time praise the Unpronounceable. Keep for yourselves, 
chosen ones in what lacks Good and Evil, your Effect as the most precious 
treasure because it’s the only thing that witnesses you come in the name of 
God your and our Lord. 

You are all mixed up: prime ministers, kings, poor and rich. You the rich have 
the pleasures of the Earth, you even buy the rituals, and you have more than 
enough ephemeral money with which you ruin your lives with luxury and orgies. 
But you the chosen ones, will find salvation and it will be worth the trouble to 
turn up in front of the others and prove them they lack something, that you 
possess what they will never be able to buy, what all the gold in the world can’t 
blind with its brightness: the Truth, the Knowledge that He gives to all of you 
who Understand. We are the intermediaries between God and you, we are like 
the river that takes your messages and testify about your good and bad 
judgements. If you are on the way to perfection be assured we will help you; but 
if your behaviour is disastrous we disappear and our gap will be filled by the 
abominable spirits, full of envies, greed, jealousy, harshness, disease, 
destruction, crime... and you will behave just like them, because they are of 
your creation. 



 

ZEDEKIEL SPEAKS 

 

But we assure you that you won’t be abandoned, that you who are the chosen 
ones we won’t leave orphaned, as the Holy Spirit, the Perfect Spirit didn’t leave 
you orphaned. We will be by your side, we the Virtues will watch so nothing bad 
happens to your spirit although we can’t come to rescue you in matter. We have 
come to prepare you, to share with you the Wisdom, only this way you won’t be 
alone, only this way you will have us by your side. Fulfil what God through the 
mouth of His Angel Methatron entrusted you with; fulfil the reform that God in 
the body of Jesus the Nazirite made, and with all his words, only this way you 
will be saved, and I also tell you to keep an eye on things, because there are 
many who say they have the Truth of this Reform of the Periods and few are 
those of you who have the Truth and Understand it. Keep an eye, because 
many will arrive to say you are wrong and the only thing they will try to do is 
drag you to their mistake. Serve God and help the people in every moment, 
correct those who are mistaken, and in one word, Love those who surround 
you: only that way you will be Loving God with all your might. 

Don’t trust those who say: “tradition speaks,” tradition isn’t everything, because 
everything progresses together with man, although it’s man that runs blind after 
the tracks of novelty, and many times man says that novelty is tradition to give it 
the value of age. So be cautious and weigh up all that comes to you, that way 
you won’t mistake the path and consequently you won’t be wrong and others 
won’t be either. 

God Our Lord, the same way he granted to you in the body of Kephas as the 
first of the Effectists, grants you now in this renewal the Caste of the New 



 

Effectists, the fifth of which you already know and on which lies the Divine Effect 
of Creation of Destruction, the one that unknows good and evil and who will be 
called Witness of God and Martyr. 

Another book will be dictated to you, not by so many as now, as it will be 
Michael, Equilibrium. Watch over this book and that only a few know about it, 
because if it became known to others who don’t have anything to do with it they 
would threaten its contents. We will leave after having dictated you this one, 
that will comprise at the end 1,000 sheets of 2,000 pages. After us Michael will 
come again and will so complete the Work of All the Emissaries of God our 
Lord. Remember then the words that I now dictate: the same as in the world 
good and evil exist, two main positions also exist in the Temple or the oratory of 
the Tabernacle described in A.D.A.M.A. which are the East and the West; you 
must know that the same as East and West converge in the centre of the 
Temple, it’s an operative circle—symbol of reincarnation when something exists 
in its centre—, this way Evil and Good converge on the Effectist who operates 
the miracles of God. That both converge on you the chosen ones so you can 
also be called “Torch and Light between the Horns of the Scapegoat and the 
Easter goat.” 

And also remember that spirits which come from the West arrive more quickly to 
the impatient calls of who pronounces their names. Never trust them because 
it’s the energy of the impatience what attracts them quickly, it’s the bad 
aspectation of your desires what attracts them, to make you fail in a moment. 
That in you converge good and evil but without the feeling of the Knowledge of 
Good or Evil as then you would lose the right to be called Sons of God. 

Observe that God did what he wanted blessing some people and cursing 
others. Observe that Jesus the Nazirite did what he wanted, being incarnated 
God, who blessed, and cursed the people as he cursed the fig tree that didn’t 
grow figs. Do you think he did Good or Evil? You are wrong because he didn’t 
do any of those things, he simply “DID IT” because Justice exists in Itself. Take 
upon yourselves the example of God who is the only Master, not that of men 
who have rebelled against God and don’t understand his Just Actions. 

This way God Our Lord teaches you without words the behaviour that you 
should copy and the straight path which you should follow: feeling infinite Love, 
granting Justice fairly without the existence of resentment or Hate, in Him it’s 
Power and in you Effect. Oh those who see something reproachful in this, 
because they not only deny their divine part, but also say with their clumsy 
mouths that God is a mistake! Oh who ever dares to pronounce that “God is a 
mistake” only because his religion doesn’t make him understand the Justice that 
he denies himself because he won’t be forgiven in this life or in others, but in 
the third one as his offence is against the Pure Spirit he doesn’t Understand! Oh 
those who by destroying this Truth that I dictate only see the dead words to their 
convenience and not the Live Words of evidence, because the same as he 
separates one things from others, that way they will be separated from the Path 
of Life being handed out the rubbish of the Wise Men! Oh those who attack 
these words allowed by God, because in their attack their minds won’t be able 
to think straight and they will be Cursed as the fig tree that with one word God 



 

turned infertile and finally dried up! And oh, those who with the assumption of 
being wise express indignation and say anathema!, because this anathemizes 
God their Creator, who granted him life! 

And so I say it to you, the chosen ones of minds Open to the Only and 
imperishable Truth, abide by the Laws of Spiritual Morality named and dictated 
on the Sinai and that encompass the Love for all but at the same time be Just 
applying Justice. Always forgive and don’t be resentful with those who detest 
you, but use the Effect with the unequivocal justice of the virtue of God; that 
way you won’t only walk on the straight path but your Way will also take you to 
Oneness with God. Remember the Lord is called Adonai because he’s the 
Supreme One, is called the Just and Loving One but also called Sabahot 
because he’s a Warrior against mistake. 

Oh you, blessed chosen ones, fighters against unbalance! Only for you will it be 
lawful to pronounce in a very near day the Sublime words of the Effectists, 
observing that Evil has taken possession of your Earth, that Michael’s 
equilibrium doesn’t exist because the opportunity for the Adversary has reached 
every corner of your world, that the majority are unbalanced because they have 
wanted it this way; they want to excommunicate once and for all the evil in the 
world you Love so much. Then you and us in a perennial communion with God 
will speak to each other because you want it: “Holy and Sublime God who has 
Power over things and visible and invisible beings, free this world from Evil and 
that Evil returns to the ethereal place where it comes from. That it stops 
harming the health of this planet and the faith of us who inhabit it. Lord, that this 
world be blessed in Your Hidden and Unpronounceable Name. Lord that has 
Power over the created because of Your Thought everything came out and from 
Your Contemplation all of us were formed, who has power over good and evil 
because in You none of that has any value. We have gathered here all the 
chosen ones in this Inferno where we have freely decided to live to exile part of 
our awkward creation full of failures that has possessed our world. We see 
heartbroken that Evil has made the human being hate instead of love and that 
its will isn’t driven to You but to his imperfect one. We desire, my Lord, that Evil 
doesn’t use the feet, the hands, the will, the eyes, the mouth, the heart or any 
human spirit. We desire, my Lord, that Evil doesn’t harm the world anymore, 
that it escapes from it, let it not make the men around us more disgusting, 
indecent, conceited, despicable, pernicious, unhealthy, miser, deceitful, 
depraved, contemptible, and reprobate. Make Evil disappear and renew Your 
Equilibrium.” 

And then it will be when you will feel in your flesh that there is no more time left, 
that Love isn’t felt any more. Only then, when you see this and speak in such a 
way asking for help in the face of so much horror, you will see that everything is 
happening, that everything in the end has arrived and that all of you will find 
yourselves in the history of which this Book is only the preface, the 
announcement of what will occur. 

Then, as a last trace, we will come down again and shout to all: “Your matter 
will die and not with pleasure but with an intense and hurtful pain. So look 
around you and contemplate while you can the Truths that due to your 



 

stubbornness continue locked in each corner of your planet. Everything was 
behind your mind. Everything was locked in yourselves; in your naturally 
beautiful body and where there was no hint of ugliness and impurity; yes, 
everything was behind your mind and that didn’t help you at all and now 
destroys you. Now you will return to God and there in front of Him you will 
confess the mistake that has reigned in you because all of you are of the 
Essence of Perfection that created you in the Beginning with the part of Its 
Admirable Essence. You are gods on this earth that wander to be transformed, 
in an End, into the God who waits for you in everything and in the Everything.” 

This way, all will end, even the One Thousand Periods, during which in that End 
some will go to other worlds because in this one where you are life won’t exist 
or death because it simply WON’T Exist. You the chosen ones will be some in 
the world THUM, others in the womb of God. In THUM to be prepared some, in 
God to Love as in the Beginning. 

But before and during that temporary End you will have known the Effectists 
that God Our Lord puts and will put to guide you as he promised since 
Intelligence is in your body. You must know that if the Effectist doesn’t abide by 
his rules he divides against himself because in him exist then two causes that 
differentiate him; the Wisdom he has gained, and knowing he isn’t abiding by it. 
So every divided Effectist is false and in consequence bewitching, Foreteller 
and detestable fortune-teller to the Virtue of God Our Lord. See this is what 
happened to Solomon, What was he a Wise Man for if his own Wisdom 
demonstrated his behaviour was against himself? This way he was divided in 
his failure and was rewarded with bitterness that he would only be given 
material eagerness. 

The rebels against themselves will be then the duality of them, their own 
antagonism. This is one of the main failures why you come here again to be 
reborn in the Ethereal and Indivisible World in the End. Yes, the division or the 
fight against yourselves has consequences and it means Ruin, and Ruin makes 
you humans divide for Perfection between the indivisible and perfect, and the 
degenerates and selfish. 

The true Effectist, for you to know and Be him, doesn’t desire matter but 
manipulates and adapts it because he knows that who desires matter always 
finds dust, and who sees it’s dust Believes in the created matter taking it, as 
Lucifer believed, like as God. And so, the true Effectist aimed in the right 
direction, can do everything, without falling in the blindness in which you, not 
chosen because you didn’t want to, have fallen. 

Certainly bitterness awaits you, having come to this inferno to suffer, but don’t 
fall into despair because suffering made the Prophets aware of what they were. 

You see and observe the operative Circle of the oratory, there where good and 
evil converge and where the Effectist positions himself in the middle. See the 
great symbolism that I explain for you to understand. See that the East is the 
symbol of goodness and it’s from there that us the Virtues enter the 
“awakening” of your life for Life. See that the West is the symbol of evil and it’s 



 

from there that the negative energies enter in the “twilight” of your death for Life 
or Death. 

And so the duality which you are subjected to would be in the symbolic world of 
the West enclosed in a circle—without an end or a beginning—where God fights 
against Himself, this is, the beginning of your knowledge of good and evil that 
made possible the appearance of the negative energies that you feed 
continuously. This duality that makes reference to the god locked in you, and 
not to God who is One, as only in you is apparent this phenomenon which is the 
semicircle whose symbolism the Effectist understands and calls “Man.” 

Create then the oratory or material Temple full of Symbols of Wisdom and it will 
only be this way when God Creator will live wrapped in you, in us, and around 
you until the time comes in which, filled with joy and Perfection you reach it in 
the Spirit. Matter put at your disposal will do the Effect, only for that is its 
purpose, and we the Virtues will serve you, among other things we were 
created for this. Everything is at your feet, blessed of the Lord, that is why you 
must have a clear awareness about it; prepare yourself morally and teach 
respect for that Condition because without respect it won’t be a Spiritual 
Condition and will be transformed into the worst of Hells and this is what 
happened and created also Duality as nothing can be divided against itself 
because Spirituality is One and One you will be. 

Watch over the Wisdom and the Symbolism of these dictations; Learn from 
them and don’t pay any attention to those who say they come from the Adverse. 
Let them be with what they have invoked, because only God knows what is and 
is not! So then on earth remain those who desire the earth and come to 
Perfection those who Love Perfection. 

Know at the same time that who only believes in this won’t be perfect but only 
who Assimilates and teaches it. How many questions haven’t been answered 
because an error in dictation is seen? Who desires because the error is to his 
convenience, takes part in it and the error is with him. Who desires Clarity and 
tries to Understand takes part in Clarity and in the end possesses 
Understanding that is the only thing capable of answering your so repeated 
question “Who am I?,” and it’s the mistaken one who denies himself “God” and 
so not only doesn’t he find himself but he stops believing in our and your Only 
and Unnameable Lord, and who searches finds in the end his identity when he’s 
able to join in one only thing the same that separated him: good-evil, not putting 
it into practice but ignoring it. 

One only task we have when we come in these Times: to clear the darkness 
with light for the Judgement to be even more Just while you the chosen ones 
live together with those who love the Evil they have manufactured and with 
which they are in love. 

Know, blessed of our Lord, that an ignorant world is a doubled Inferno. In this 
way I have been commanded to dictate and so I’ve done it as Umiel was the 
inspiration for the A.D.A.M.A. in the Puig Campana and as Michael will dictate 



 

his BOOK OF EQUILIBRIUM, a real “pearl” you must hide and will be after all of 
us united finish this one. 

The Stupid says “the Effect doesn’t exist,” or “the Effect and the ritual don’t 
abide by the law,” and he forgets that Jesus the Nazirite, God incarnated, taught 
it with his examples and made a ritual when he mixed earth with saliva to cure 
the person born blind. The stupid even says “those things are part of the Devil” 
without knowing, because his Understanding is poor, that it’s God who imposes 
the ritual so that with prayers, the mantram, the actions that vibrate with the 
Universe, the colours that enhance beauty, the symbols that show what letters 
and words can’t pronounce due to their sublimity, and the Divine energy mixed 
with the Faith that moves mountains, and we the Virtues, be operated on Earth 
the divine exaltations that deduce on their own your Oneness and your origin in 
the Unnameable. How stupid are those who think in a way opposed to what 
God Our Lord commands it to be! Their stupidity is such that they are 
transformed in slaves of themselves and of mistake. No one as stupid as who 
denies holiness, as a result of the blessing, of an object created by God 
because the material with which it’s manufactured is a creation of God. No one 
as stupid as who denies the effectiveness of prayers said with faith. No one as 
pedantic as who boasts about knowing everything while he denies that the 
energy that surrounds everything can’t be used by your will. No one as stupid 
as who says that an aroma doesn’t stimulate some humans for their virtue of 
creation to operate the miracle. No one as mistaken as who denies that one’s 
own value, vibration that can operate wonders, only exists with the aim of 
delighting and denies it can attract Virtues and move away Defects or negative 
energetic loads. Nobody is as detestable as who despises the symbolisms 
saying they are useless, when he’s really so stupid, that he despises them 
because of his ignorance about Celestial Things and Wisdom. 

And it’s true that having the things in your hands it has been others that denying 
and anathemizing them have mistaken you, or even erased Truth naming it 
most of the times as a result of the Negativity of the Adversary, mistaking with 
this the mind of those of you who since the beginning were called to achieve 
Plenitude. 

Sometimes there are no words to name the mistake in which you have 
remained inserted, bound to the will of those who due to their egotism and 
selfishness have subdued you with nonsensical fears and indescribable 
celestial tortures, and there are no words to tell those who mistaken you that 
Truth, the Simple Truth, goes beyond dogmas, learning a creed or cult, 
purification rituals, and the behaviours that they demand from you. Truth implies 
Knowledge, the answers to all the questions without being them enclosed in 
doubtful “mysteries,” the logical natural behaviour, applying justice and the 
exaltation of the Divinity from where you come from by means of your example 
applying the Effect that characterises it amongst other things. 

I repeat that you must be careful about the mistaken Effectists because, if you 
Understand me, you will realize three classes exist: the true Effectists, who in 
justice, apply correctly the Sovereign Virtue of God Almighty and the other two 
groups that operate with the mistake of who only does good and so they fight 



 

against evil or ignore it, and of who does Wrong and fights against Goodness, 
not against everything good. Keep away from the last two, operators of spells 
and iniquities who think they do wonders when they are really deceiving 
themselves with spiritual “dreams.” 

The first one of these manufactures healing potions energizing them with what 
he calls “his power” and this way denies the Divine manifestation; calls on us, 
and without being sure we are really there says he can count on our Virtue 
when he really only thinks in “his power” as the operating force of the miracle. 
Detestable are these who deny the existence of Evil or fight against it seeding 
discord and fear in their interiors, which they try to protect with amulets and 
sterile spells more than their words, actions and prayers! How wrong they are, 
then, because with their reprimandable ignorance they give preference to the 
object instead of the essence! They amuse themselves in liberating from 
negative loads the homes of the others, the interiors of those who they make 
submissive, without having thrown out of them the fear which they suffer by an 
attack of their own thoughts and nightmares; that way they forget the words He 
said to you: “Clean yourself, you who have to clean your fellow men be it not, 
that being you filthy, you litter those who you want to clean that were more 
impeccable than your interior.” Their fights are constant and they don’t know, in 
what their wisdom means to them, where they stop doing good and where they 
start to do evil; their horrible failure goes that far. The second one says he 
worships Evil as his lord and argues that it facilitates better favours. And so you 
speak, useless moralists of Ruin! They Say its Effects are the best way they 
acquire matter, that can be lived and relished. And how much evil you do in 
behaving this way, heirs of hells! They fight against everything that is tidy in 
Wisdom and good actions only for the pleasure of thinking against what is 
established and they don’t know it’s the way of always returning to matter, to 
this or other worlds, where their lives will be torn apart in continuous cries 
because of the error in which they have fallen. They invoke energies of 
negativity through the West without stopping to think that what they invoke has 
gone out of them beforehand and they believe in the terrible error of having 
crowned Evil as the fighter against God the Only, harmless error for God who 
hasn’t anyone like him or similar, opposite or divider. They are the highest point 
of Pride, the mistake of themselves, the swindler of themselves, pure 
egomaniacs and submissive to their self-negativities that brings them down to 
be less than their own creation which blinds them because they are really the 
most stubborn stupid. They like crime not because they achieve its “effect” but 
because they are unbalanced themselves, they like the most lustful passion not 
because with its energy they liberate the Power that operates wonders but 
because they are retards and full of concupiscent schizophrenia. They invent 
horrible rituals not because they really ever attain anything but because of the 
sick curiosity that its celebration unleashes in their faded brains due to their 
continuous errors. They aren’t worshipers of Evil, but stupid puppets of their low 
passions that aren’t useful at all. They aren’t even Chaos but the uncertainty of 
their inner solitude. They are not even “low effectists” or reach the category of 
sorceress because they have gone lower than the ground, lower than the 
flower, lower than the insects, lower than the abyss of the ocean... Lower than 
their thoughts. 



 

Oh you who act that way because, putting evil and good to fight, put your duality 
to war appearing that way as fighters against yourselves and terror and 
madness will sink their teeth in your own flesh and your soft brain! 

And you, Blessed of God!, place yourselves symbolically in the centre of the 
operative circle of the Oratory and be carriers of the Light that defies the 
Darkness of Mistake—not a different one—being transformed with your Effect in 
the needle of the scale that only Michael can Balance and that constantly 
speaks to you about the Order of God your and our Only Lord who doesn’t 
know antagonisms and who told you: “who isn’t with me, is against me,” and 
not: “who isn’t in Goodness is in Evil,” as you must know that for you, your True 
and Pure Effect in everything evil something good exists and in everything good 
exists something evil, as in every man exists something feminine and in every 
woman something masculine. 

These words, yes, pronounced by God in Jesus the Nazirite didn’t but ratify a 
detail of the Truth: “who only acts with the only conscience of Good or Evil finds 
himself confronted with God who lacks that antagonistic Conscience and is a 
server of Adversity.” Didn’t you hear the words revealed to John that say “if you 
were cold or hot I would accept you but you are tepid and I am going to vomit 
you?” What did you understand? Because you must know that if you didn’t 
understand that symbolism the moment has come, and is this one, in which we 
will disclose it because nothing is that easy. Would you’ve thought that it would 
be easier if you were told: “If you were bad it would imply that in your interior 
you also have something good and My acceptance and opportunity would be 
possible; if you were good it would imply that in your interior you also have 
something evil and My acceptance and opportunity would be possible; but as 
you are aware of Evil and Good you won’t enter my womb until both disappear 
and you are like Me?” As you asked for it the time has come in which your 
request has been answered. 

We come to say “if you want to be of God you must start to be like Him in what 
is closest to you,” because you will never be able to ignore the trifles and not 
pay attention to them, so you must start with the trifles until you reach Plenitude. 
Wouldn’t your paths in the lives be easier then? Be then Perfect as your Father 
is, Loved all of the Lord, and carry out what Wisdom teaches you so that your 
Walking is very straight. So it has been entrusted to me that I dictate and so 
have I done. 



 

ANAEL SPEAKS 

 

We also bring news of Love. News of Wisdom we also reveal. Many truths that 
were known have been omitted, in what and during, you call “history,” many 
things were not understood and the time has come, which is this one, in which 
all important things must be known, and finally understood. 

This is my task today and in this moment I have come to dictate what was 
transformed into dogma of faith for some and now into evidence that I will 
disclose for it to be known by this whole world, but, How should I pronounce it 
without many being shocked? How should I dictate it so those who claim they 
“see” don’t despise you as if you were false for saying things on our behalf, and 
us as if we were Defects when speaking in the Name of God Our Lord? 

I am not going to be long in words that litter or slow down the committed 
dictation, not even to convince those who doubt, because by all means those 
who are lost aren’t going to be found because they wish it that way, but, 
carrying out the mission that Our Lord has entrusted me with I will show it to you 
because, Wouldn’t it be silly to waste words in trying to demonstrate something 
if you humans on your own like investigating so much to prove with your own 
arguments? We will give arguments to the whole world that will shake the 
research done over the last hundred years, arguments that you must review not 
to fall in errors and that if used properly will be for all the Fountain of Wisdom 
that will make evidence possible that some of the so called “dogmas of faith” 
can be demonstrated by what you call “science.” 



 

Think in only one of them: The Resurrection of Jesus the Nazirite, Our Lord and 
Creator. Do you think God came to this world only to triumph over death? 
Naive, God even before incarnating had already triumphed over death because 
He’s ETERNAL. Do you think on the contrary he came to this world to suffer as 
a human, die, and prove with his resurrection that an Afterlife exists? Naive, 
God suffers since the moment you were trapped in a material body, dies each 
time one of you dies, and doesn’t wish to demonstrate the “afterlife” exists 
because in the moment of your death each one of you touches and knows it. 

God incarnated in body of man to give you with his own Voice the message he 
left, —now falsified by you—and to show that you are like Him as He already 
told you; he came to give example with his behaviour, to remind you that you 
are His sons, to tell you that you could do wonders with the Faith that moves 
mountains, to open your eyes only with the Law of Love, Justice and Equity. 
Why with what some of you called Resurrection he opened you the doors to 
light again, to the lost Perfection? Because he appeared to you after his 
physical death in all the splendour ever seen by the human eye, with the Clue of 
His Mystery which will be yours and is ours also. Yes, the clue of his Incarnation 
was in his Resurrection, in the transformation of his matter into Energy. Who 
ever told you that Jesus the Nazirite was “resurrected” in the same body that 
lodged His Holy Spirit during his life? Who misled you so infamously that 
rejected the Reality of Divinity and its final Mission, a specific wish of God Our 
Creator? How is it that those liars have omitted that Jesus wasn’t even 
recognized by his intimate friends after his “resurrection” thinking some that he 
was a farmer, others a pilgrim, others a fisherman? How is it possible that 
you’ve never asked those who defend tooth and nail resurrection in the body or 
the flesh why Jesus after his physical death appeared in a very different way as 
he was in his bodily life? I ask you in the Name of God Our Creator, What 
energy was capable of pulling aside the heavy door of the cave of his tomb 
when he transformed his body after 72 hours but the energy that Created the 
Universe? Why that Glorified Body didn’t let any witness touch it, not even by 
Thomas the Twin, to whom he said “you have believed because you have 
seen?” What Energy would be capable of burning the fabric and the shroud that 
wrapped his corpse and nevertheless in that transformation, with its sound, to 
open the slab that was at the entrance of the tomb that lodged him?: that which 
Organized the Cosmos. 

To those who say they “see” we ask, What kind of “resurrection” is it you 
preach? That in which he transformed His body into Energy and was 
contemplated transforming itself at Will because it’s Established that way, or the 
one that Jesus the Nazirite used while he was alive returning the spirit to a body 
to show that it’s God who operates such wonders? 

Well, you must know the first thing isn’t a “resurrection” although that was the 
word used in those times as there was no other that designated the Operation; 
and also know that those who were “resurrected” by Jesus died afterwards; but 
not Him, who was and is ETERNAL. Why do you play about God? Why do you 
hide the true Essence shown by Himself? Why have you made a dogma of faith 
out of what was a tangible fact? Maybe because according to your 



 

interpretations and the realities you realized your great error and it’s late to 
correct it? 

It isn’t strange either that you don’t know how to interpret the virginal conception 
of his mother, Mary. What was easier for God Our Lord than to transform His 
Energy into body to be born as a man inside a female without the need of 
semen from the male and afterwards that same body, grown up, to transform 
itself after death in the Energy which created it to return to the Condition that 
always belonged to Him? Naive liars who haven’t known how to interpret in your 
hearts and who have interpreted it your own way surrounding everything with 
mysteries when they shouldn’t exist and have changed God’s Order so that it 
matches your false plans of salvation! How can you say, or even believe, you 
will live with the Universal God with body if God doesn’t have a body? He only 
created it to live with you and give you the Message. Didn’t he prove with his 
death that His Energy could adopt the appearance it wanted to? Didn’t his 
Energy go into Mary without she having marital relations? Didn’t His Energy 
leave the image of the body that lodged it stamped on the fabric as a sample for 
the centuries? Because the time will come, not more than a year, in which that 
proof will be questioned, and afterwards it will be said it’s a reliable proof of the 
Supremacy and Existence of God over you men and us the Virtues; and you 
walk blind tripping over the same things, over your faith, against what proves 
you the contrary to what you think, and in short, against what you don’t know 
how to explain and throws down your false theories and usual false beliefs. How 
was God going to surround you with mysteries, in his urge to Save and put you 
on the right track? Was he going to put obstacles on the path that he wants for 
you? 

The Virtue that characterises me is Love. In the Name of God Ours and Your 
Creator, that Love and UNDERSTANDING be in you. 

Watch over so nobody makes you go wrong, that nobody censures these 
words, and be welcome to the Kingdom of LIGHT and Life. That your and Our 
Creator God is giving strength to you the Simple and the Meek. You must know 
that for the Simple and the Meek the doors of Wisdom are open. What wonders 
await you, generation! Because we shall make a Covenant with you again, 
because of the Love of God Our Lord who with this purpose has sent us to this 
your Earth, which although full of hardships because you wanted it that way, 
you can make it again “a paradise” in your interior that with time will turn more 
Loving... but only those who want it that way. 

We speak to you about the Effect and the Effectist, even the number that 
corresponds to the current one within the last 2,000 years, but it’s necessary for 
you to know, Loved ones of the Creator, that there were others before those 
five, other five different ones with their five Spiritual Priests that complemented 
them. 

It’s true that this is the 5th one and the 7th Priest of the Perfect Spirit will exist 
as Jesus the Nazirite reformed them both—and other Wise Men in other 
cultures—after the past centuries due to which these last ones belong to the 
second Generation and the same until the number 26. They will know, see 



 

themselves, hold dialogues, recognize, and establish both castes after centuries 
of waiting because for that, and only that, have they been born. The first one 
shall be the Knower of Life, the second shall be called by us the Virtues the 
Owner of the Trinity, and in those three hearts that form his Name he will Love 
and govern the Angels of Love who will serve him because he’s our 
Trustworthy. His writings will speak to only a few because they are elaborated 
with Feelings of the Interior; his mouth will reprimand those, who in their interior, 
are detestable to themselves. He will Love with Justice and let into the Sacred 
Place only those who with his same Justice accept the Incomprehensible. He 
will Love with Justice without letting in the Sacred Place the impostors of 
selfishness, the liars who say they know what hasn’t been still Pronounced 
because he will know inside their three hearts that if he didn’t fulfil this he 
wouldn’t be called in the Book of Life: “Trustworthy Just” as he would 
demonstrate he doesn’t Love because then he would only shock them feeding 
who has no teeth, giving to smell to who has lost the sense of smell, delivering 
to who has no hands, obliging to walk who has no legs, and showing to who 
hasn’t any eyes. Who truly Loves does it with justice, but who discloses or 
shows what can’t be shown or given to who can’t Understand doesn’t Love 
more. 

To the Effectists we deliver in the right hand the Sword of Power with the 
radiation and its two opposed blades, in the left hand a crosier or rod of hard or 
inflexible iron, in his mouth the convenient silence, in his mind the Judgement. 

To the Priests of the Perfect Spirit we deliver in the right hand a sword made of 
Fire, in the left hand a soft white feather but its end constructed with sharp steel, 
in their mouth a convenient talkativeness, in their mind Meditation and 
Equilibrium. 

To both we will put the necessary footwear on their feet to walk in unity down 
the same trails... and in their eyes we will put the tears that when falling on the 
floor will be the seeds that flower with soft petals for their feet not to be harmed 
by the thorns of the thistles they will find on the Path. The Food will then be 
delivered not only to who has teeth but to who is capable of enjoying and taking 
delight in It, the Aroma will be given not only to who has the sense of smell but 
to who searches for the flower that produces it, not only those who have hands 
will be Handed things but also who are capable with them of putting each thing 
in its exact place, not only those who have legs will be obliged to Walk but also 
who uses his legs to walk alone and upright without the help of walking sticks 
that support him, and in the end, not only who has eyes to look will be Shown 
but who uses them to See the Light that every symbol projects joining all 
shapes and colours in Truth. 

Yes, Loved ones of the Unnameable, only the Simple and Meek, only those 
who are not artificial or proud will walk down the Unpronounceable Paths of 
True Wisdom, which being clear in these dictations will be dark for those who 
only see letters in it. We can’t say these writings are made and dictated to ripen 
those who are not still fruit because up to now they are flowers. If a mature 
flower dies, what must ripen is the green fruit. So, without expectations, 
approach your own heart, without pride think if you are flower or fruit and don’t 



 

want to change in a hurry into something that still isn’t yours. Who wants to be 
like his neighbour without having lived his experiences is doomed to fail in his 
destiny of this life: if he’s flower he dies without becoming a fruit, if he’s fruit he 
rots and his seed will be invalid, if he’s seed he falls in stony soil or in the desert 
and the Sun suffocates it. Everything has its time and every time has its function 
because everything, in the Only, has its base of Equilibrium. 

Who is Fed Up of words and wants others to start the action contradicts himself 
because he pronounces words but isn’t who starts giving example. Don’t say: 
“we must do it,” Do it! Don’t tell others, it’s you who have realized it so you start 
giving example and don’t waste what according to you is scrap. Do you want to 
fix it? Begin!, Do you want clarity? You be clear!, Do you want others to walk? 
You start walking the Path!, You don’t want criticism because it’s contrary to 
Love? Don’t criticize those who surround you!, Do you want to be a Master? Put 
your head down as a disciple, and if you already have, look around you, as you 
will be surprised of the True Masters that surpass you because they haven’t 
wished to!, Do you want to understand these words and these writings? Look at 
the Universe, around you, and try to see what the symbols that form it whisper!, 
Do you want Wisdom? You learn first from those around you!, You want 
humanity to be United? You join those who are by your side!, You want to rule 
the world in Goodness and unity? First understand yourself and don’t see 
enemies where they don’t exist!, You say that rituals aren’t necessary? You 
haven’t understood your life!, You say that Evil doesn’t exist? You have 
forgotten your dark part!, You say that why do we speak apocalyptically? 
Because we have come to your world and are inside you!, You say you don’t 
need anybody? You have closed the doors of Wisdom for yourself!, You say 
that symbols are useless? You don’t know how to appreciate your position in 
this your world!, You say that prayers and pleadings are a waste of time? You 
don’t know how to listen to the sound of Creation of God!, You say that Silence 
or Caution are not necessary, that all the so called mysteries must be shown? 
You have just opened the door of the prison where you are going to enter!, You 
say that while your consciousness, in your mistake, is in peace you can do 
whatever you want to? You are winking at Evil, because you feed your pride 
and unreasonableness!, You say that just by knowing yourself you already 
know the divinity? You don’t comply with the plan of God Your and Our Lord 
and Creator, because He has put the world around you for you to achieve 
Oneness by cause of its symbols!, Don’t you want to hear or read words that 
apparently are in contradiction with what you want to hear or read? You close 
the doors to yourself, because this is done this way for you to declare yourself 
and challenge your personal ghosts, and finally know what is hidden to others! 
Be fond of when you are not told, with wisdom and good sense, what you want 
to hear: that means you are Loved!, Are you so sure about what you say and 
think that you forget the position of those who live with you? You don’t want 
Oneness, because you are unbalancing your own home! How are you going to 
change the world! Who is too sure of himself closes his ears to the Perfect 
Perfection. 

Listen to me, as the material Symbol of the Effectist and the Spiritual Priest, as 
the symbol of the sublimated Matter up to the Spirit and the Spirit that descends 
to Matter, as the Feminine and the Masculine... must be complementary being 



 

apparently opposed but fundamentally ONE and IDEAL for Perfection; this way 
you are, all human beings with regard to each other, with regard to who you 
have in front. 

These aren’t mysteries, Why say “no” instead of understanding what is being 
written? Close your eyes and you will realize that reality exceeds in you any 
dream, any onirical message. Be aware of the world in which you live. See with 
the eyes of the heart the grand realities you can’t see with the eyes of your sight 
that every being has! 

No one overtakes anyone, it’s simply the helplessness of still not being able to 
Understand what you can’t pronounce to communicate between yourselves, as 
it’s that great Feelings are Lived or Infect but they will never be taught, written, 
or pronounced. Who is of the Light will illuminate on his own, but those who 
want to illuminate without being Lamp or Torch will have to go on fire 
beforehand, leave themselves to “burn” in Love, Understanding, and Liberty, 
because if not their words will be futile and their actions won’t be in alignment 
with their words, won’t be intrinsically united and they will be called liars and 
falsifiers of Spirit. Why deny it instead of Understanding? Let the eyes of your 
heart see and that way you will know that none of this is utopia, you will Know 
that what others call “mysteries” are only fears of a confrontation with a Wisdom 
that makes them wobble, that depresses and leaves them helpless and blinds 
them with its Light, the Light that comes from Your and Our Lord and that is 
reflected from everything that was and is Created by Him so as to show all the 
aspects of one only Teaching. Meditate on this. Watch over and Unite. Watch 
over and Unite. Watch over and Unite. You only need to want it... Why don’t you 
try? 



 

WHAT IS THE GREEN COLOUR? 

ASTUREL SPEAKS 

 

Everything is near to come, these times will pass and ears will have gone deaf, 
but not all, because some will be provided the seal that opens Wisdom and their 
hearts will be a Door through which many will enter towards the Light that 
Actuates Everything. Green is the colour of the Great Hope and Green is the 
Cover of the Book of Wisdom and of the Twelve Pages. Green is the maximum 
of the minimum earth, as Green is the Great Stone of Light that hangs over the 
Throne of Our Creator God. Green is the colour of the eyes of Depth and Love, 
and Green is also the colour of the lungs of this world you live in. Because 
Green is the material life and Green is the Spiritual life. The Blind might ask 
themselves, what is the Green colour? but they Know nothing about the Great 
Hope, or the Cover of the Book of Wisdom, or have they observed the earth, or 
have they sensed the Great Stone of Light, or Depth, or Love, and that is why 
they divorce this your world and forget the Maximum. 

These times, four Branches, will be of preparation. These times won’t be 
forgotten because the Great Revolution is near, isn’t that why we are sent to 
this world fulfilling the promise that was made to all humanity? We will move the 
hearts that beat because you all ask for it, if we don’t do it one way we will do it 
another, but this won’t go unnoticed, we assure you, because if not the Just will 
have failed. But this won’t happen now, it will begin, but it won’t finish happening 
after a reasonable period of time. 

These dictations, I advise you, won’t see the light in their main part until the 
generations are ready to understand them and in those times, believe us, the 



 

sign will be that the great leaders of nations and their philosophies will have 
been forgotten twice. The Great light of these dictations will shine on a date that 
adds up 7 in which religion won’t be as you know it, where continents won’t 
have been preserved as you see them, where the nations won’t be as you 
observe them. 

Look then at this I explain now, read, and sense the Green of these writings, 
because in this time you will remember this which will have already happened 
and you won’t have to decipher it because it will be diaphanous as Light what 
you now would see hidden by the veil of the symbol. So speak about the nation 
chosen to be the platform of this event. In that time, during that year, will 
germinate what was planted in what you will see in the past. The 5th Effectist 
will plant it, the 8th will see it and the 12th will harvest it, the 14th will tend to be 
deceitful and the 26th will produce a victory out of everything. Return to the 
beginning up to the 26th. Like that until Consummation. As the 5th there will be 
no other and the 1st will be like that and unrepeatable so he will dress like 
everyone in long blood embroidered with Sun as sun that will circle his forehead 
in which will be Mars and Venus four times together with 26 moons around the 
sign of the chosen ones. Moon under the Sun. In his dwelling we will live; the 
dwelling of the chosen ones under whose feet will be the sky, in the outside the 
cold Mars, in the inside Monday, over all them Saturn which will cover against 
harshness. His throne shall be the cold of death, the sun, the moon, and the 
blood, his cloak will be of night with moon. This occupied throne will be placed 
over two interior seas where the Oirim will listen to the audience holding in their 
hands the fire that burns down and disappears. Oirim that will be placed before 
waterfalls of non drinkable water because they contain the essence of the 
flower of Silence. From the throne a path by night that leads to the Interior. The 
Interior where the Symbol of God Our Creator is placed, in the interior of the 
Effect and in the interior of the name of MIKAEL; around the four angles of the 
world with their four guardians of Knowledge and the Secret: four Beings of 
Light with the purpose of serving the Effectist continuously. Perfumes, flames, 
and the sound of chants will bring us nearer your world and we will coexist in it 
with you until the consummation. So the prelude of the Celestial Jerusalem, the 
World of Heaven will come, which will one day depart to the never dreamt High 
or ever seen by the human eye. In the hand of all them the Authority that 
governs without vassals or servants, without leaders and fusses because in his 
mind will be the Knowledge and the centuries. The tomb of the 5th will be of 
clay, the body in the interior, untouchable by fire. After the years he will revive 
and return, we the virtues will accompany him. In his arm will shine the light of 
the Moon as a serpent with two heads; in his middle finger the Full Moon will 
shout: “DOMINATOR I AM” and so he will be recognized as the Effect crowned 
by ourselves, endorsed by the Tradition of the Untime, proved by his Life, 
Initiated in his neck by twelve signs of the zodiac that were constructed with 
twelve pieces of the moon that will cling during the Night onto Blood. 



 

SAMAHEL SPEAKS 

 

Because everything is still to come, to the door of times, I have been granted 
the power to disclose it promptly so that both you and those who Listen are 
prepared afterwards for the March to the World where we await. About religions 
and ungodly sects, about torments which will happen, about the salvation which 
all of this will mean. Acknowledge that all this Seventh Period has been divided 
in seven stages of time, all by the Order of the Almighty. 

Now I will reveal the seven stages of the religion which thought, that being a 
saviour, rebelled against the Treasures that were kept in it. Golden times of the 
religion, that being the first imposed and renewed by God, my Lord, has placed 
the demons near the altars and has offered on them the blessing to what it 
shouldn’t. 

Look at the number of seven and you will understand what you are writing: 
Incipient Community, Community of bitterness, Community of the great doctors, 
Community of triumph, Community of materialism, Community of Love between 
the brothers, and Community of the Judgement of God. 

Not all these periods of what you call religion have elapsed, know that you are 
in the ending times and still to come is the Seventh in which all of you will 
become emancipated from this inferno called Earth. 

The Order of God created and creates all things, and after Him coming to this 
earth, before the End of the First Seven Periods, started the last part of the 



 

Seventh Period or second part of the Period Seventh, prevailing in the 
Community or common union of God and you humans, that is why and only why 
His Word had to be heard by all of you to consummate the Periods and 
separate that chaff from yours and His Wheat. 

It happens that all humans, anxious for material power, established what you 
called religion, but, along time you have transformed it into putrefaction, and 
although it contains a negligible part of Truth, it continues to be putrefaction. 

Don’t think it’s strange that a slow end is near to come, don’t think it’s strange 
that everything is going to finish or that everything had already been said 
beforehand, anticipated by our Only Lord God. The prophecies of past times are 
the only reality of the present, how many times have we spoken and you have 
considered our words were stupid? How many times we have pointed in the 
right direction and you have shut your ears and on the contrary you have 
opened them to listen to the howling of those who make you go wrong? Oh, 
Humanity! Because the time has come in which you will be held accountable to 
yourselves for your own actions. What I, Samahel, dictated in revelation only 
enforced in these periods and not previous ones, I will explain it to you so you 
know the truthfulness of those who spoke and listened, for those who waited 
with faith and united in the Truth of what we, Emissaries of God, told you. 

The second part of the Seventh Period has nearly ended, not yet but it’s on the 
verge of ending; and see, humans, that it was already communicated to you 
with the only purpose that you awakened from your lethargy. This second part 
of the Period Seventh can be named according to your intellect as the “period of 
religion” that Order divided in seven periods as we have already told you. Each 
one of these periods of time set the guidelines, which without you knowing, 
would be followed in the awkward path of your blind matter. 

The first period was to be called the “incipient Community” and was about the 
religious beginning of the first humans that listened to God and saw God in the 
person of Jesus the Nazirite; they fought for that Truth and knew him as God, 
Our Only Lord. It was the period where dying for faith wasn’t important. This first 
Community was the only one that held the sublime Truth spoken by mouth of 
the Only God. Nevertheless, also amongst them and this was the only 
unforgiveness, some doubted about the Divinity of Jesus the Nazirite, our Only 
Lord, and fought against each other. Here, during this first period the first 
derived sects were created. 

The second period or “Community of bitterness” corresponds to the maximum 
period during which many of you gave your lives for the Love and Support of the 
Incarnate God, you practiced poverty sharing your salaries and were united in a 
rich Faith although you were persecuted everywhere. It was the period in which 
you were richer in Wisdom and Power. 

The third period or “Community of the great doctors” corresponds to the period 
in which some characters appeared who tried to explain certain unexplainable 
subjects, and many remained loyal to the Principle of Truth, but those same 
“doctors” made many go wrong with their minds, explanations, and speeches. 



 

The True Principle started to turn into comments and incomprehensible 
speeches for the common people, for those who were concerned, for the poor. 
New sects were created based on those writings full of mistaken philosophies, 
human names were sanctified when you have always been told that only God is 
Saint. Many texts were censored, texts that we witness were true and contained 
the Truth. I can tell you, humans, that the spirit of the Creator turned for the first 
time against two humans: the first one was Paul of Tarsus for manipulating truth 
to his own will, for imposing useless rules of behaviour, for trespassing what 
must not be trespassed, and for inciting to the error of posterity because of his 
excessive vocabulary. The second one was called Constantine, the great 
augustus rogue who ignored the Absolute Truth and decided to mix the divine 
with the profane. His distortions about what was Known, his stubbornness at 
heart, and his longing for power was what created the diverse idolaters you are 
nowadays that is about to be destroyed. I tell you the truth: you will see the 
manipulator of Truth and the liar of Nicea again in the End transformed into 
pieces of coal darker than the firmament in the Infinite. 

The fourth period or “Community of triumph” corresponds to the most brilliant 
career of the most degenerated mistake: evil wins represented by power and 
politics, the True first Community was destroyed by the eagerness of religious 
fanatics. They, in this fourth time gave you the idea of a punishing God who 
doesn’t resemble at all Who Is and Exists. This same Church killed in the Name 
of who said “Thou shalt not kill,” stole in the name of who said “Thou shalt not 
steal,” idolized statues of men in the name of who said “No other God exists but 
Me, because I Am One.” The third and fourth periods got mixed up in internal 
fights, with the creation of sectarians and renegade priests. Nothing remained of 
the Only Truth. Pagan feasts were transformed into sacred aberrations purifying 
the impure, falling into insurmountable errors. 

The fifth period or “Community of materialism” corresponds to the tragedy of 
tragedies, the enrichment of the religions that preached poverty. In the 
beginning, during the first period, you did the holy things facing the Saint, but 
now you hated them, you swore in the name of who can’t be witness of 
anything; you put God as witness in the material things, and in your unjustifiable 
unfair judgements. Evil dominated the earth, the salt was adulterated and will 
never be useful to salt again. The Live Water become corrupted in the mouth of 
those who said they ported it. The Path, that is straight in itself, was broken and 
made undulated to mistaken. What is really Holy and Transparent appeared as 
a sea of doubts. You hoarded jewels and coins, you dressed in gold and silver 
the images knowing that it’s abominable to the eyes of God Only Lord, and you 
lost our contact because you threw us out of your hearts. 

The sixth period or “Community of Love between the brothers” is the period of 
the Seventh Time you are living, the last one you are in, and to which we have 
returned to fulfil the Promise of the Only God. We will join all the Chosen ones 
by their actions and we will keep you from the Terrible Judgement of fire. Very 
few of you will unite, but because of your former lives and your spirituality you 
deserve the palm leaf of the Just people. The moment of the trials for all 
Humanity has arrived, although who has been just must not fear the “wrath” of 
God which came before as the lamb for the sacrifice and will come now as a 



 

hungry lion. Those who have passed the trials and are immaculate, united, and 
new in Love will never live again on this earth of suffering, the only inferno that 
exists in you, but will go to where you come from: Our God Only Lord. This is 
the period of the trials, of the judgements, of the separation between wheat and 
chaff. Watch over and unite. 

Look, on December 24th of this year 1,988 as per the calendar you follow and 
not a different one, will start what we call the 1,000 Periods. The Seventh period 
or “Community of the Judgement of God” will arrive with the first of those 1,000. 
You will be judged by yourselves because you are potential god before the 
Judgement of the Just. The Son of God, that is God, who lived and will live, will 
come to finish his incomplete work not by Him but because you humans have 
mistaken it. Those who have mistaken the people will regret it and live these 
times, at the beginning they will think they are the chosen ones, afterwards they 
will realize they are cursed by themselves. The air will be unbreathable, there 
will be storms that will worry Science. The nations of the world will go bankrupt, 
accidents, and the wars caused by the materiality of people will increase. It will 
seem evil is victorious and firstly diseases will appear for plants and animals to 
continue with diseases for you humans; having the future in your hands it will be 
taken away and you won’t be able to fight against your destiny that will turn into 
a never-ending wail that will be heard in the confines of your inferno. During 
centuries you were deaf and didn’t listen to us, now we will be deaf for those 
who were deaf to our mandates. 

Those of you who have your ears open could be called Sons of God and as He 
promised, you will be called to another redemption and will be blessed and 
preserved and will see the face of the Creator who is all Hope in you now and 
Reality afterwards. 

In your Faith and for those who read and listen to you to have Faith to be able 
to contemplate in posterity inside and outside of them what it means to be in 
God and to arrive to where they departed from in the beginning, I will tell you 
that in front of God are us, seven spirits. Anael is the Grace which He gives you 
without discriminating. Gabriel is who brings you the Voice that comes out of the 
Creator, the emissary of Creation and Wonder. I, Samahel am the Actuator of 
the True Prophets, the one that gives birth to Prophecy and breaks with deceit. 
Umiel gives you strength in the trials for Perfection, he’s the guide of Guides on 
the earth, in charge of carrying out the intentions in the person of the Chosen 
ones. Morahel rules the Order of things that God has put in Order since the 
Beginning. Raphael watches over the health of the body always that you make 
an effort to have healthy the spirit that animates you; he’s really the Miracle of 
Healing. And Methatron is the guard of the Virtues, the whiteness and the face 
He presents when he speaks to the Chosen ones among the Perfect while you 
have a body and haven’t released the spirit, because you already know that the 
Face of God nobody has seen or contemplated it, and nobody has heard the 
Voice of God; because if someone could do it with a body, he would have died 
immediately and the Supreme Manifestation would have been useless. 

The Throne of the Only God Our Lord isn’t material but spiritual, it’s the Nature 
and the Order of the things established, the future and the origin of matter. The 



 

symbol that was given to you of him is the vision of four animals full of eyes in 
their inside and outside, you even called them Cherubs and did well in giving 
them that name, as the Throne of God or Nature is fire and radiance that came 
and comes out of Him. Those four spirits, energies on which He sits are 
subjected to the Order of all matter: 

Spugliguel is the principle of Creation, birth after death, the rebirth imposed by 
Order, and that is equivalent as symbol to what you call spring. 

Tubiel is the interior and exterior learning you must all attend, the natural youth, 
and is equivalent to what you call summer. 

Torquaret is mental and spiritual maturity, the disciple that has learnt from a 
master, the wise man who awaits in death the release of his interior, and is 
equivalent to what you call autumn in nature. 

Attarib is old age, the Master you all take in your interior, who is awaiting death 
to Live plentifully in God or to be reborn in another youth to carry out other 
plans; he’s equivalent to what you call winter. 

Listen to me, humans of this inferno that you called Earth, everything, because 
of the Order that is Everything, has a beginning, a seed of youth, a ripeness, 
and a death. The stars, planets, your Universe, the other Universes, plants, 
yourselves. Those four spirits which have eyes inside and outside are those 
four stages, they represent you in the material condition and also all the matter 
in which you are immersed. They are Creation, His throne that can’t be put as 
witness or sworn on because it’s Himself. The symbol given to you of 
“thousands of eyes” is because the representation of that matter is infinite, 
indeterminate, it’s outside your understanding, it’s represented and presented in 
infinite shapes, sounds, colours, and understandings. That Nature, yours, the 
material one, glorifies its Creator continuously, and when man threatens or 
moves away from her, she will rebel against you. If you should expect an end, 
which is going to happen, don’t think it’s God who punishes you, but Nature that 
rebels against your mind and body because you have denied it and have fought 
against yourselves. So I tell you with voice of Truth that Spugliguel, Tubiel, 
Torquaret, and Attarib will rebel against you, because it’s them who worship 
Him. 

Around Him, who Exists and will Exist are, in the plane, the thrones of the 
Twelve Doubles, that, together with Him, rule the intentions of this Earth where 
you were and where others will be. 

The Names of the Twelve Doubles are ABAM, IRIUTEL, ASSARE, NUM, AIUM, 
ABEBO, DATA, DOISA, OREL, VERA, MATATEL, and ANY. 

From the High we haven’t only come to show you the Truths but also what you 
wrongly called mysteries. The Twelve Doubles, coordinators since the 
beginning with God are twenty-four but are twelve. Each one is dual and 
corresponds to three different stages of Intelligence. 



 

The First Stage of Intelligence creates on a planet twelve tribes or clans with 
twelve different attributes, and on this planet where you are they were known by 
you as RUBEN, SIMEON, LEVI, JUDAH, ISACAR, ZABULON, GAD, ASSER, 
DAN, NEFTALI, JOSEPH, and BEN-YAMIN. 

These names imposed by tradition will join in the Third Stage of Intelligence 
with those of the Second Stage of Intelligence named SIMEON KEIPHAS, 
ELEAZAR, JACOB PUANURGES, IOCHANAN PUANURGES, MATAI, 
IEHUDA ISCARIOTE, JACOB “THE JUST,” NATANAEL BAR-THALMAI, 
PHILLIP, SIMEON “THE ZEALOT,” TAÔMA, and IEHUDA TODAH; and 
nevertheless they are and will be the same thing. 

The First Stage of Intelligence undertakes in each planet—always the same but 
with other names—to really form the awareness towards the idea of One and 
Indivisable God between the chosen people and lineages for the necessary 
purpose in the spiritual evolution and for the Outlined path. In each world the 
beginning of a type of consciousness ruled by tribes or chiefs of tribes is 
necessary to prepare the Future consciousness. You called it History and it isn’t 
real. 

The Second Stage of Intelligence undertakes its task after some time has 
elapsed during which the chosen community has been prepared. There have 
already been selections then, and it forms the group captained by God Our 
Creator and gives, only then, the necessary guidelines and corrections for a 
Global Union. After these, at least it has happened this way on your earth, the 
seven periods of awareness for the evolution of the Salvation Idea or Idea of 
Union elapsed with the only purpose of separating the truthful person from the 
false, the manipulator, from who follows the Only although he doesn’t remember 
with his normal idea trapped in the body. 

The Third Stage of Intelligence is the Union of the First and the Second for one 
only cause: helping as many souls as possible to reach the longed for 
Perfection, regardless of quantity and gender although you are usually always, 
comparatively, very few. Don’t think strange that we come to tell you that among 
you and of a woman will be born Twelve Males who are really the Twelve 
Doubles which since the beginning of your denial follow together with God the 
necessary evolution for you to Understand all these things. But, can these 
Twelve Doubles occasionally fail? Can they get lost in this due mission by 
cause of the temptations of this world or by the beauty of nature and so 
transform themselves into loyal servants of Lucifer as happened in the Second 
Stage with IEHUDA ISCARIOTE? I assure you they can, and the angel 
Galgaliel will dictate you not a long time from now the changes to which they 
can be subjected and their origin. But now, in this period, I assure you that the 
day has come for you in which these Twelve Double Males have been born who 
will instruct groups all over the world till the consummation of the period. This 
Book don’t show it until we come down again and order you to do so, be 
cautious about those who try to bribe or insert you in groups to their own 
convenience. Many will appear before you saying they are the Twelve Double 
Males, don’t trust them and apply the clues to recognize them. Don’t trust those 
who approach you with flattery and philosophies. Unite and communicate 



 

everything without losing time or sparing any means when we order you, 
because the first fourth time of the end has already arrived and this prelude will 
have ended when we finish dictating you. Nobody will know when that end of 
the day comes, because they will expect it abrupt, waiting for its barrier, and it 
won’t happen that way. 



 

MICHAEL SPEAKS 

 

Words of Love, words of Justice, and words of Order. This and only this is what 
the Twelve Doubles are called to pronounce till the consummation of All 
Periods. 

Over these Twelve Doubles, God put my Energy, the Energy of Equilibrium of 
two antagonisms that were created since the appearance of the body. Who will 
be able to defeat the Adversary at last? Who is the Pure one, who having being 
born of a woman, could reveal the mysteries that you’ve always wanted to 
know? Who but God incarnated in the body is the Knower of Everything that 
comes from Him? 

But I tell you he will return again to this earth and they will seek but won’t find 
him because they wait for him as a king and he will return with humbleness and 
meekness. They wait for him crossing the clouds but he will return again to walk 
with his feet on the ground. They will think they have injured him but from his 
perforated hands, his bleeding feet, and his side of light will come out the 
judgement for all that judged him. They will wait for him in a continent in a 
nation, but his appearance will be so quick and swift it will outshine every gaze, 
every body, and every being. When they say he has appeared he will no longer 
be here. He will come to wipe away the tears, to give water to the Thirsty, to 
heal those in pain... and his throne he will leave it on the earth and with Him will 
depart the pure ones and those who have even Loved their enemies. His victory 
won’t be there, it wasn’t either in his death, because God doesn’t win in one 
period or another, after or before, now or afterwards: God has already won 
because he has never been defeated. That is why we all Glorify him, because 
he’s the Eternal Victorious. 



 

It’s those of you with awkward hearts and hard-headed who must win, because, 
I tell you, you are called to the perennial Victory although for that, as will 
happen, I have to raise my hand and unbalance in your planet what I have 
maintained since the previous beginning. 

Who is like God but God? We come to tell you what is going to happen in your 
world against which all of you have rebelled. Tell it although I will also say that 
nobody will believe you, don’t think the world will be moved by your words or the 
words of anyone, because they will wait for a great miracle to believe and they 
won’t have it. They will ask for a great sign to corroborate your words but they 
won’t have it because the end will be slow but it will surely happen. They will 
curse their condition when all this happens and won’t be able to escape the 
end. Their hearts are obstinate and they will dare to say that you are mad or 
possessed. Don’t pay any attention to what they say when you communicate 
what we have told you and heard. 

Oh humanity! This is only a minimum part of what we have come to say! 



 

ANARIEL SPEAKS 

 

A terrible famine will flog the earth, the deserts will advance quickly. The green 
grass will start to die out and you will eat shrubs. This will only be the beginning, 
slow, very slow, but quicker than what you imagine. You will start by not being 
able to drink the water, the little water you will start to have in many regions of 
the planet. After this revolts will start in your nations. The fountains will dry out 
in the north and you will drown in the south. The rivers will be transformed into 
mud in the south and the animal species will disappear in the north. The world 
will be threatened by bankruptcy which will cause war for the lost money, for the 
food that will be scarce, and for the water that will start to be undrinkable. A 
nation will subjugate another, a nation will sweep away another. Children won’t 
be born, the old will die, the population will run blinded torn between choosing 
survival or the idea of death. Three new diseases will appear suddenly and in 
twenty years you will never be able to control them: Your muscles and bones 
will grow weak! You won’t be able to breath although you have oxygen! Your 
blood will be like the water that you will want to drink then! 

You will never find so many dead in a night, a day, a year. You will have no 
earth to hide the corpses and you will stack them in pyres that will deteriorate 
your air of Death. See the rulers of your states and nations head-bowed without 
knowing where to go, where to hide from the people, where to take shelter from 
the hand of the Angel! 

Many of you have asked for mercy! Many of you have also hated whom you had 
in front and tortured him with your mouths! You won’t recognize the crook from 
the just man, the wise from the ignorant, evil from good. Your clumsy race will 
be stopped suddenly because what has been said is only the beginning of that 
End which many will yearn for but won’t find. 



 

Beings will be born with two mouths: one will cry and the other will laugh. Three 
eyes and the three dry. Four arms and none of them useful. Six legs and it 
won’t be able to drag its body. Two heads and none of them will house God. Be 
damned this hour in which Science won’t be able to do anything because it will 
want to prove what is God, without knowing He dwells in the fellow men. 

You murdered innocents in other lives, you thought you were the judges, and 
nevertheless you were the judges of yourselves; now you will all be united in a 
common end. Escape from your own wrath if you can! 

The sun will burn the earth, dry the grass, and extinguish every tree and being 
that breathes. The droughts will commence in Spain, Italy, and Greece. Winds 
will stop blowing in some places and will get worse in others taking the horror 
from one nation to another. Listen to this sign: In the beginning of all calamities 
spring will come early in winter. 

In the deserts trees and weeds will freeze. In the lands of ice and snow the 
earth and vegetation will appear suddenly. 

Another big sign that all will think is normal will appear in the sky at the end of 
1,989: the earth will hide the moon that won’t receive the rays of the sun due to 
its shadow. When this happens be sure that Evil will rule the planet and the 
world will worship the devil as never before, because since the moon goes red 
as blood, Michael will lift his hand and break the Equilibrium that exists. Only 
who remains united knowing that this is the beginning of the first end won’t be 
attacked by evil. The sects that worship Azazel, Belial, and Satan will proliferate 
more than ever. Oh the blood sacrifices, the victims sacrificed in honour of the 
Adversary! This will be for many families as the traitor who stabs you from 
behind. 

A comet will touch your atmosphere with its tail, then it will seem as if thousands 
of stars fall on your heads, a laugh for the wise that in their perplexity will soon 
see how the Sun darkens! Then and only then the earth will shake as it has 
never done, islands will disappear and new ones will appear, the continents will 
be snatched pieces of their coasts where millions of people have lived 
comfortably: the thief will steal in front of the judge, the politician will ask the 
prisoner for forgiveness, the atheist will pray to the heavens, and the rich will 
ask the destitute for bread. In those times night will be longer than day and 
dawn will turn purple. 



 

URIEL SPEAKS 

 

But you the meek, clean, virtuous, believers of any religion and any race; you in 
that period will be armed in action and thought by the sound THAU. You who 
have done the works of God don’t fear. You who have Loved don’t despair 
although the pillars of civilization fall before your astonished eyes. The blood of 
those murdered for the just cause will plead mercy for you and spiritual 
vengeance for their murderers. 

Don’t torment yourselves, because even if you die you will be saved, and Azrael 
will lead you to the Life you have always wanted, and which you will finally 
attain. You, who having suffered haven’t complained or rebelled against 
Yourselves, don’t cry anymore with your eyes because after this I will show you 
a world where you will live after dying if your judgement is another material life, 
or before dying if you are patient. 

Love, only have this in your mind when you find yourselves with all this in terror, 
desperation, and helplessness. Watch over. Unite. 

We will give water to the thirsty. We will give food to whom never had bread. 
Sweet drinking to whom never even drank it sour. Peace to whom always had 
to flee from the war of this world. I will give a dwelling to whom always had to 
sleep under the sun, the moon, and the stars. Health to whom was not even 
allowed to breath. Those who always dreamt about having children will have 
them, and these will be more elevated spirits than those you know. We will fill 
with Truth whom always rejected the groundless lies. 



 

You won’t suffer any longer because you will have known the truth of Abam, 
Iriutel, Assare, Num, Aium, Abebo, Data, Doisa, Orel, Vera, Matatel, and Any, 
and them, if they don’t get lost, will guide you in your places in the face of the 
laughs and the crying of the crowd. It isn’t lawful for us to speak about Salvation 
because we are only Emissaries, although we assure you that before them a 
Man born of a woman will appear who will regroup the Twelve Groups. Many 
dead of the past will incarnate again to continue with their final destinies, but we 
can’t reveal the names they will be given until once and for all their destinies 
join. Never, after you leave this world, will you lose heart about trifles, and at 
last you will Understand what shall be snatched from the sight of others due to 
weaknesses and materiality. 

I say the Truth if I disclose what will happen very soon, because Wrath is near 
as Unbalance is also at the door because of the harsh hearts which have 
characterised you. 

The droughts and the hot winds will start during a reasonable time, but don’t 
despair, because some of the Twelve Doubles will already have appeared, 
grouping and speaking to those who by their Love and Understanding deserve 
Triumph and the way out. 

Since the beginning of your intelligence there are four OIRIM who will be 
released in the time of the first Period of the One Thousand and who have 
watched since the beginning of intelligence the realms of the earth and who are 
called AZARI KOKHEBA, ARA KOKHEBA, ALPI KOKHEBA, GALGALI 
KOKHEBA, and these will be willing to infringe the unshakable and to make 
suffer those who made the others suffer, but don’t suffer those of you who have 
listened to the Twelve Doubles, or that your spirit breaks, because also Gabriel 
rewards you in this moment! And look at what will happen, because all of you, 
amidst the global tribulation will have your sleeping minds opened by means of 
the sound THAU and you will be new humans united in Love for fellow men, 
and you will be protected from all the pains and all the torments. You will be 
protected in life and death until another planet of the Adonai! 

Take into account that what I say is True and Just: after the death of the Males 
Elijah and Enoch, after the Sacrifice of the Witness of God who will group the 
men of this terrestrial Inferno who have listened to the incarnate Twelve 
Doubles; after having suffered with your body, you will be taken, Oh, blessed 
you! to THUM of what you call Kokheba. There you will live for a time with 
thousands of other beings who have found themselves in your same condition 
and who had to be taken there and others will also have to be taken to that 
place. There you will no longer remember all you have suffered because God 
Our Lord will quench your Thirst, Hunger, and Tears. Then and only then will 
come the One Thousand Periods intensified for this your world and other 
earths. Take into account then those of you who remain here that in a same 
hour there will be people who you know who you will never see again, and you 
will ask yourselves “Where is so-and-so?” But, as Jesus the Nazirite told you: 
“Two will be grinding, one will be raptured and the other will be left here; two will 
be sleeping, one will remain here and the other will leave.” 



 

USIEL SPEAKS 

 

I’m in charge of telling you this story which you should know and understand. 
Don’t think it, don’t hold dialogues, don’t interpret. In the end you will 
understand because you will be in It. 

Here I tell you how seven Mountains exist each one with a Palace and each 
Palace with only one Door but all of it United in the duality Matter-Spirit in such 
a way that the Seven Mountains are One together with their Seven Palaces and 
their Doors and Guardians which can only be separated if they are pronounced 
with words. All this set was written with the letters of Love and is illuminated 
continuously with the lamp called Faith. 

It was said: “Sons, if you pass the Door of the First Palace you will know what 
the Chamber of the Seventh hides, in other words, the silent chamber where the 
repose is the Eternity of Understanding and where nothing exists because you 
will know EVERYTHING. But it’s impossible to enter through the Second, Third, 
Fourth, Fifth or Sixth Palaces to know the remaining ones, because only the 
First Door exists that takes to the successive as the Five remaining ones are 
Rooms that lead to the Seventh Door or Chamber. You can’t go in through the 
windows as they haven’t been Devised because the Great Palace doesn’t need 
external light to illuminate its inside as the light is radiated by the Seventh 
Chamber that is what Illuminates until the First.” 

I give you the names of the Seven Mountains: ARMON, CHARAX, SINAI, 
TABOR, NEBO, PUIG CAMPANA, and KARSEB ELYON. They are only One 
because He Dwells in them. 



 

The Seven Palaces, one inside the other and after the previous one are so 
called: CAVE MACPELAH on which a cross has been constructed that points to 
the North, South, East, and West. Its door is preceded by Tahariel and keeps 
the symbol of Blue Gold; from its centre and to the sky an unlimited faith will 
emerge. 

The second Palace is called IGNEOUS and Ophaniel is its guardian who limits 
the wisdom of whom hasn’t entered the First Door or First Palace and so hasn’t 
understood the First Mountain. 

ZAVOUL THUM is the third Palace, and Malchiel the guardian of its Door, who 
won’t reveal the secret of these dictations to whom hasn’t crossed the threshold 
of the Second Door and doesn’t understand the meaning of the Second 
Mountain. 

The Fourth Palace is called TEMPLE and in it are all the Sacralized things and 
also all our Names. In it are Seventy-two Lamps in a circle with such layout that 
one gives light to the remaining and form one only Lighting, and successively 
with all of them. These lamps are protected by another 4 whose light doesn’t 
illuminate the three remaining ones but if it does they correspond to the four 
arms of the Cross of the Cave. The guardian at the Door is Zacoutel and he 
doesn’t let in whom hasn’t entered the previous Palace and doesn’t understand 
the meaning of the Third Mountain. 

The Fifth Palace is called “WHO IS LIKE GOD?” and in it dwell the Twelve 
Double Males, and also Spirituality, the Witness of God or Master of Justice, 
and Elijah and Enoch. Its guardian is Synigouria and doesn’t let in whom don’t 
answer with the question that the name of the Palace asks or whom haven’t 
entered the Door of the preceding one and haven’t understood the secret of the 
Fourth Mountain. There a White, Red, Yellow and Black costume is provided, 
and you enter the Sixth Palace called EFFECT whose doorkeeper is Raziel who 
protects the Comprehension, Love and Wisdom which the Climb of the Six 
Mountains grants on where his Dominion is set. Here the Effectist lives up to 
number 26 to repeat again from the beginning. He won’t, whichever number of 
Effectist he is, let you in the Seventh Palace that makes up the Only Chamber 
of Light if you haven’t understood the meaning of the Fifth Mountain and the 
secret of the Sixth. 

Finally the Seventh Palace is called Karseb Elyon and KARSEB ELYON is its 
guardian and the name of the Mountain on which it sits. 

But, What will happen with those who don’t Understand this? What will happen 
with your humanity that doesn’t understand anything about this because it’s 
doomed to the materiality that characterises it? What will happen in the 
beginning of the One Thousand Periods in which you will soon be immersed as 
you were told? 

You will see madness, fear, horror caused by error, because those who want to 
seize the Entrances of the Palaces, by cause of their ignorance you will see 
them fight against the seven guardians. Tahariel, Ophaniel, Malkiel, Zacoutel, 



 

Synigouria, Raziel, and Karseb Elyon himself will take them to OTHER 
Mountains and OTHER palaces: 

Tahariel will demonstrate that humanity will be saved when, as the last 
opportunity, the crossbreed of two races is necessary because you will see that 
those of “dark skin” are “spared from the quick death.” The “pale” will live in half-
light if they want to stay healthy. He will demonstrate that those fair-haired and 
with fair eyes will be transformed in a legend because they won’t be able to 
survive. Grind their teeth the racists who will re-emerge in the dawn of blood 
and their death in the sunset of their myths! You who want a perfect race will 
cling onto the earth, in your urge of power, and from the open sky you will hear 
the voice of who will burn you. 

You will see Ophaniel showing you the fish that you won’t be able to fish or the 
game that you won’t be able to hunt; you will fear death because you find it 
impure, but take into account that the fish will survive and so will the mammal 
despite its stupid “impurity.” In those times, in that Palace the abyssal fauna will 
come up to the surface. Your world will be of rats, moles, ants, cockroaches, 
and all classes of insects. See that the sewers which you name this way today 
will be the world of tomorrow; then you will be shown there are other reasons for 
fighting and for living: what is valuable will survive alone and the contrary will 
disappear simply. You will then see a sign. How wonderful to be obese! 

Malkiel will come and the meat will be iodized and the fish will be dry. People 
won’t be able to chew with their teeth and you will stop talking about hair. Milk, 
where will you be able to find it? Honey, how will its flavour be? The egg will be 
false but not the yolk that will be perfect! Now that you know you will complain 
saying: A pity for those who contemplate this Palace! But it won’t be thought 
that way because by then you will already be fed up of contemplating it for 
centuries. What is slowly expanded transforms what is observed into the 
acceptance of a custom: “Sugar will be accepted and salt will be given up.” 

And what will Zacoutel tell you but the growing of new plants, the proliferation of 
new flowers! You will see fungi, lichens, and mosses grow in a way the human 
eye has never seen when you impose dressing in white from head to foot. You 
will see that in one night the oceans will appear white, the land white, the sea 
white but not like that the rivers or the vegetation which won’t have that colour... 
This colour subjected to the “judgement of the majority of nations!” Money, soon 
after that, won’t be necessary as it will be considered a consequence of a 
period of falseness. Animals will allot their internal organs to humans if you wish 
to lengthen your miserable existence, and see that soon the Impure will be 
mentioned! You won’t have the same races as you have now; kings won’t be 
able to sit down where they sit now, “tiaras” will be multiplied and will have other 
small “realms.” Empires will break up and the eyes that see them won’t care. 

Synigouria will show you a signal: “A male giving birth to a female,” and it will be 
then that the world will worship the Mother leaving the Father in the 
background. Big mistake because this will establish the separation of what is 
Only! Be damned those who ask for more prayers on one pole or another 
because no poles exist in ONENESS! Today you see it with incongruity but I tell 



 

you that then the priests of the Father won’t be understood and this dictation will 
be anathemized. The male will be necessary because the female will be 
majority. Three fourths of the world will be women and then, the stars won’t be 
the same. A great mystery for those who always watched them! 

The guardian of the Sixth Door, Raziel, will bring you another glass made 
without sand, without lead... because lead won’t exist. 

And you will hear about the discovery of another planet on which man hasn’t 
stepped. And the ears will hear that plankton, moss, fungi, lichens, and 
prehistoric ferns exist there. More water than land. More world that the one you 
live in. Man won’t step on this world, as man didn’t discover it. It will be heard 
that there fruits don’t exist, but the terrestrial insects do. It will be said that there 
exist so many fountains as tremors and fire. During that discovery it will be seen 
that the islands transform into continents. Its sky bluer than the intense blue, 
bluer than midday, its colour like the fog of CAPRICORN, softness like spring. It 
will be said that precious stones and the most valuable metals aren’t still 
finished so you won’t be able to touch or observe them. Then Chaos will rule on 
this your earth where we have come today. 

And then Karseb Elyon will fall silent because the duality of the Mountains, the 
Palaces, and the Doorkeepers has been understood and the meaning of the 
Name won’t be revealed, but to those who Understand this and remain silent. 
They Live and Believe. 

Do you see everything? Do you understand this story that was and will be? 
Because if you have worship God Our and Your Lord, unite those of you who 
Understand, and don’t disclose what the Green Colour is because no words 
exist in this but comprehension. Devour this Book that is sweet in your mouth 
because it’s Understanding and bitter in the stomach because you don’t 
understand Justice, you humans who feel and live for your bodies and matter. 

These are the seven colours of these seven Doors of these seven Palaces, of 
these seven Mountains that are fourteen and are ONE. 



 

ACHANIEL SPEAKS 

 

I am the Truth that comes from the Only and Unnameable God, I have listened 
to the Lord as my spirit was created for this purpose since the beginning of this 
and other Universes. My words are truthful because they are the Truth of the 
Creator. Who but Him knew, knows, and will know what is to come? Who else 
knows all the Stars more than Him but Himself? Who knows the Infinite and its 
multiple numbers that can’t be calculated? Who else but Him knows the name 
of the spirits? 

I truly dictate, because I have been told so, that at the end of this Period will 
also appear incarnated the Master of Justice who will be known as the Witness 
of God; he will be made to fall silent as before in the desert, chief of the Perfect 
as in other times he was chief of the Pure. He will testify, with his silence, about 
all what he heard in his absence about the Universe, about its sound, its 
magnitude, and its Love. His sacrifice will be useful in solitude as a testimony of 
all what we have dictated and others will dictate you later on. He won’t let the 
filthy spirit speak by mouth of visionaries, possessed and false prophets, and all 
this he will communicate. He will baptise, once imposed whiteness on him, with 
his hands, and the water he will turn it into fire. He will know about the Twelve 
Doubles and he will reproach seven of them for their behaviour, he will 
Establish the Palace of the Initiates, and never a sword will be put on him. And 
he will rule us the Energies and the Virtues with his Effect because we are 
ready for his calls and his silences. Operators of effect with fire and of effect 
with water, the Twelve Doubles—entirely effectists—will be bound to him as 



 

angels they are. His name is found in these dictations, in this Colour, and in one 
of the Palaces. 

Two males will incarnate also because they were preserved twice until this new 
Apparition, they will also be Witnesses of the Almighty because they knew him 
in His Womb. 

Elijah returned with the name of Iochanan the Baptist and will return with the 
name of the New Iochanan. After a revelation from the White Lady who will only 
be shown to him once, he will leave this world through the Tunnel of Light of 
Azrael and will get to know in a reasonable time the Mystery of the Prayer of the 
Perfect, of the roses united in the Cross, and the Harmony of hands joined in 
the Universe. His words will announce what the Spirit revealed and he will die 
bearing witness to the Only and Unnameable God for a second time in this 
same life and this same Period. 

Enoch returned for the second time with the name of Moseh. In this life he will 
laugh but will precede all what we are dictating. His new name will be the 
Praiseworthy, and his writings will revolutionize in your year of the Revolution of 
Love. Master of masters in the secret, a sword is the symbol of his Initiation, 
and nature will be revealed to him in all its splendour saying about him “it’s the 
explosion of spring.” His voice will echo with the voices of the four living ones. 
Dead once he will return to Life from where he will never return until he testifies 
in another World of the Adonai. 

The new Iochanan and the Praiseworthy will join their forces in what was the 
silence of the Witness of God and will multiply the stars in the firmament and 
the names of the Praying Ones. 

When these three die, when the Twelve Doubles disappear leaving only the 
Voice of Jesus the Nazirite and his Virtues, then mourning will strike the earth 
you live in and the plagues that have been dictated to you will arrive, because 
the Lord will raise his hand and Chaos will commence. 

The Witness of God, with another name after dead, with a New Name, will fight 
in a battle where the names will be disclosed of the 22 followers of the 
Antichrist, the Antisaviour, who will want to make war on the Lord Our Creator 
and the throne will be taken away from them to locate it in the high place during 
the One Thousand Periods from where materiality will reign during the time 
these last. 

And here is the Great Symbol which is a Double Symbol. Understand its 
meaning that you already read and know by Revelation and don’t try to make it 
interfere in any period because when it happens you will know. 

The Periods, as the colour of the rainbow in the rainbow, can’t be sliced 
completely for the start of the next one to take place, because some vanish to 
give way, little by little, to the next one even getting mixed with a new one which 
is both of them at the same time, being its difference its centre or zenith. 



 

Here is the first explanation of the Symbol that is double and that I have been 
allowed to unveil for the comprehension of globalism and its nature. 

After this happens, when the two Just Males are raptured and evil rules the 
earth, the most profound mysteries will come to light; these dictations will be 
read by all for the terror of some and the happiness of others. The silver chest 
where you must protect them will be opened on the date that adds up seven, 
and which will be shown to you when our dictations are finished. And everyone 
will be overwhelmed with unlimited peace which will last less than two terrestrial 
years. “Mother” earth, bathed by the Sun and with the Moon as only natural 
satellite will be ready to understand these dictations because every nation will 
be Addressed and evangelized in the Truth of Jesus the Nazirite in its language. 
But Evil, lying in wait in every corner, will make war because it will have taken 
possession of many minds, of many pure spirits. Then these writings will be 
persecuted, left without credibility, but hope will crown every action and this, 
that Evil, won’t be able to control it. 

Evil will never be able to totally possess the chosen ones who are pulled 
together by the Truth that comes from the mouth of God. In these times an 
egolatric king protected by two vassals will dominate this Inferno. Don’t fear, 
perfect ones, because you will see another new world for you not to die in this 
one or be burnt with it! 

The “machine” will think and speak, it will control... it will be then when you 
won’t be able to live on this earth because it will be infertile. This isn’t now, or 
afterwards, but after many decades. And certainly, I tell the truth, the name that 
will govern you will be 6.6.6. until everything ends; and this name and number is 
the name of the beginning of your end. 

And now listen to the beauty of the Great Symbol, the beauty of that duality. 
Listen and understand. 

The Sun is the symbol of God Our Lord because as it’s a sphere it lacks a 
beginning and an end once drawn. The “woman dressed as God” is the image 
of Spirituality, is God in itself. The Moon is the symbol of Jesus the Nazirite; 
he’s also God and his symbol is also the circumference. The same as the Moon 
reflecting the rays of the Sun to the Earth when it’s night time, when darkness 
exists, Jesus the Nazirite reflects the word of God to the Earth when confusion 
exists. 

The stars are the symbol of the Twelve Doubles that encircle the Throne of 
God. The birth of the Spirituality Always Virgin gives light continuously to the 
Word of God because it’s God who fertilizes and gives birth to Himself. God 
makes himself. The Sun gave life to the Earth. The dragon is the symbol of Evil, 
darkness, what fights against the Light, that is why it dragged some Virtues 
turning them into Defects—the stars you can’t see when the Sun shines—in the 
creation of Duality in matter. When Evil rules the Earth and transforms it in a 
double inferno, Spirituality—woman—flees to silence... to not be destroyed, She 
takes shelter in the heart of man—the desert—not to be found. Although evil 
tries to drag and make Spirituality invalid, the just man destroys that wickedness 



 

and protects His Lady, it’s what the earth that swallows the river sent to 
annihilate Spirituality symbolizes. 

When Evil rules in a world, when defects prevail over us the Virtues, what 
should be equilibrium unbalances and destruction gets nearer slowly: nature 
gets angry and defends itself, minds are brutalized, and start to lose their 
virtues by clinging to the idolatry of matter. This evil always has its followers, its 
leaders that mistaken and disguise themselves as spiritual and light beings. The 
symbol of this triumph is represented by the eclipses, when the earth—matter—
moves in between the Sun and the Moon, this way the shadow of materiality 
darkens the Word of God and its Spirituality which is all ONE. 

How isn’t the Spirituality Always Virgin going to appear in these times asking 
you for prayers, pleas, and comprehension? How isn’t her “face” going to be 
shaded with tears? Indeed why wouldn’t she appear in nature, between forests, 
in caves and trees, in beautiful places and rivers of water? Why shouldn’t this 
happen if Evil is taking control of your world? 

Listen to the White Lady... but never listen to those who speak with the stolen 
voice of God Our Lord or of the Spirituality Always Virgin because these two 
manifestations of ONENESS will never be able to speak through the mouth of a 
human as that would be as inconsistent as accepting that the Whole Universe 
can produce All its sound in the throat of a human. It’s evil that speaks with 
beautiful words to deceive, to plagiarize God our Lord as the Adversary does 
disguised as angel of light. False who speaks with the voice of God Creator! 
False who speaks with the voice of the White Lady! TOTAL ONENESS doesn’t 
lend its Voice as water doesn’t lend freshness to fire, or the leaf its greenness to 
the sky. These fake emissaries are the sorcerers that seek for themselves the 
glory of the human being, nothing more satanic than stealing the Voice from 
ONENESS and so seeking recognition! 

Be blessed, dictates me Our Lord God the Unnameable Creator, those of you 
who having heard this, keep it in your hearts as the most precious treasure. 

Welcome from the heart of this angel. 



 

GABRIEL SPEAKS 

 

In the Name of Oneness, in the Name of Jesus the Nazirite, incarnate God, and 
in the Name of the Perfect Spirit whose Virtues have come down to your earth 
as had been said and written by mouth of Him. 

In the name of the Oneness of the Triune. In the Name of the Spirituality Always 
Virgin whose face some of you see full of sorrow and sadness, I Gabriel, speak 
to you and assure you that both the Virtues which have dictated you until now 
and me come from the Almighty around which we are and whose intentions we 
Know because we are co-partners of them. Oh, be blessed those of you with 
the Sacred Symbol stamped on your forehead! Oh, blessed are those of you 
who elevate your hearts to the Infinite that is suspended from the finger of the 
Creator as a ring of gems alive and full of music! Oh, be blessed those of you 
who with truth forge your sword whose Power is unrivalled! Oh, be blessed 
those of you who due to your strength, tenacity, and temperance are shown the 
wonders of the full of colours of created and uncreated light and living Universe! 
You will be praised when with the soul you Love with all your heart and without 
barriers all who surround you; only then will you be in ONENESS and will you 
Understand that everything that goes out of you will return to You as the 
breathing of the lungs, as the pumping of a heart. Oh, you will be blessed when 
with the eyes of intuition you learn to separate what is true from what is false 
and due to this you emit a Just Judgement! You will be blessed in the Perfect 
Spirit, beginning and end in you, when your hands are clean from ignominy, 
crime, impurity, sorceries, and bad actions, when you have them occupied and 
united in the prayers for True actions. Be blessed in the Perfect Spirit, 
Beginning and End Unpronounceable, when you deserve the Vision of the 



 

chosen ones, which with their souls, are capable of tasting the honey of the 
Universe and its mysteries. You will be happy when you understand us, when 
you see us go up and down as spheres of light, of perfect energy, towards the 
infinity of spaces, because it will be then when you will Understand that all we 
say is true and that we Are real as real is also God Our Lord your and our 
Creator. 

Fortunate those who deserve the contemplation of the new skies, of the new 
earth where we will perennially dwell with you and where Light is the Temple 
and Reality, where time is the present and darkness has no meaning because it 
doesn’t have a dwelling here. 

Those who have sacrificed for their fellow men will be happy, those of you who 
have concelebrated with the Perfect Spirit the mystery of flesh and blood whose 
symbol is the commemoration of the proceeding of those HIM who being God 
abased himself to the conditions of a human being and lived on the earth, came 
down to your inferno. 

Fortunate I say are those of you who with your hands have united in prayers, 
those of you who in solitude have lifted your souls towards who gave you life, 
and have done with this action the best that can be done to those who slap, 
hate and deviate from the path. 

Fortunate those who seek and find whiteness, their faces are immaculate and 
their actions Balanced, being sealed with the THAU on their foreheads, for their 
well-doing. 

Fortunate are those of you who Love and your vigour breaks the hardest 
barriers, the most sharp spines and the most stubborn mind: to you I will impose 
the Sign with my inkwell of Water of Life and Spring. Blessed be who suffers 
silently the insults of the others being also a chest of wisdom and gives no 
complaint, or says the slightest reproach or shocking word. 

Welcome all of you to the Land of Heaven, to the Celestial Jerusalem where 
each door is protected by one of us, the Virtues. You will greet ASMODEL 
dressed in jasper, AMBRIEL dressed in sapphire, MURIEL dressed in 
chalcedony, VERCHIEL whose clothes are of emerald, HAMALIEL in sardonica, 
URIEL who takes cornaline, BARBIEL who dresses in crisolite, ADNACHIEL 
with berilium, HANAEL with topace, and me, GABRIEL, who dress in 
crisoprase. You will greet BARCHIEL dressed in hyacinth, and MACHIDIEL who 
is dressed in amethyst. You will greet us these Virtues that wait to take you to 
the Kokheba. 

Don’t rush, don’t think, don’t speculate about what I am going to tell you now; 
what I am going to dictate you, what I have heard from the Adonai: “See the 
Revelation, look page by page, these dictations clarify it. Look that they will 
come up to the chosen ones, after the times of calamities, the reporters of the 
Kokheba, of the only one nearest and alive for the prophecy to be fulfilled, the 
ball of Light whose span fits in a cube of 1,380 miles on each side, where 



 

everything will be shown to you. It will be only then when all the prophecies 
dictated will have been fulfilled and will be fulfilled.” 

Be blessed the Praiseworthy to whom, when we tell you, you must hand the 
seventeenth part of these writings that Moronih will come to dictate, watch over 
till then and don’t go wrong in your selection. A clue I give you: you will give 
Bread to who doesn’t ask for it, you will give Wisdom to who already had it, you 
will give Water to who never told you “give me water.” 

Be blessed you who can drink from the rivers of Eden that have the following 
Names: Faith, Secret, Will and Creation, on whose banks all types of trees are 
born, in whose estuary is the dwelling of the Twelve Doubles before the throne 
of Oneness, and whose altar is protected by the four Living. Fortunate will be 
those of you, who in the Oneness of the Perfect Spirit worship Our Lord for the 
centuries to come, in this life or the next ones. Those of you who in Love and for 
Love have constructed your life. 

Oh, if you united I say, as I’ve heard, those calamities could be delayed, that 
angel Michael would balance the scale again, that the Malignant would be 
aborted of this your earth and you would find, at least for your grandchildren, 
the peace you want so much! But what I do is unite with the Spirituality Always 
Virgin and tell you: “pray for this not to happen soon.” 

Love, Love your fellow men, feel sorry for their miseries, help those in pain, give 
to those who have nothing, evangelize in the Truth, cry with those who suffer, 
give water to who wants It and food to who asks you for Bread. Unite, all the 
nations, and fight against ignorance, falseness, and materialism. Exile evil, 
balance your part of the Universe where you live. Understand. Watch over and 
Unite. “I am, and you will Be in Us what you Are in That one of the hundred 
Names.” 



 

ASTUREL SPEAKS 

Also in this period I explained that what was Planted centuries ago would 
germinate, and my words are true when today I tell you, four Branches for you 
to communicate it to the world when this already happens, that the Caste of the 
Priests of the Spirit, the Caste of the Clean of thought, of words and actions 
they will abide by will exist again—from their Interior to the exterior—, the Face 
of Him, not his physical body because he doesn’t have one, but his Face of 
Light, which represented by us the Virtues, the Energies who are his Aspects, 
will hold a dialogue face to face with them such as we do with you four today. 

The 7th you will recognize him because he will work with the Caste of the 
Effectists and with the 5th who will plant the seed. 

So the 7th Priest of Spirit will plant Accompanied the seed of the Palace of the 
Initiates praying in the Light when the Sancta Sanctorum isn’t built yet but which 
he will visit in the end Consecrating it. The 8th will vest with science the Sacred 
Oratory. The 13th will die in his Silence of Ascetic and Mystic. The 15th will 
reproach a behaviour to the 14th Effectist. The 24th will see everything re-
emerge as it re-emerged in the Beginning since some time ago; and so on until 
the 26th, and as with the Caste of the Effect, another beginning on the 1st 
again, who as him will all be crowned for 366 days with the Moon under the sun 
impregnated with the Sky and the deepness of the sea. They will all dress, as 
the first one, with the long immaculate whiteness of Perfection that will cover 
their bodies and that on their throats closes with transmutation. In his finger the 
Plentiful and shining Sun shouts in Mercury: “Look at me, Lord.” 

Over his niveous purity can also be found, in a lesser dimension, the Sky or 
oceanic deepness embroidered with Sun of pure rays; all the Sky and the 
deepness of the ocean subjected to Purity with the rainbow interlacing its 
wonderful and clear colours in the centre of his Sacred body. Over this clothing 
is the Transmutation that covers all, also touched by the hurting Sun in its 
golden light that shouts “Holy is the Lord God of Heaven,” and the echo, on the 
back side answers him with sacred signs and resounds with 8 circumferences 
of blood and life. 

They will walk over the aspect of Heaven, and in their chests, over the Sun that 
shines in the square and in whose interior is the circle of the Moon split in four 
phases, the Energies of Gabriel, Barchiel, Machidiel, Asmodel, Ambriel, Muriel, 
Verchiel, Hamaliel, Uriel, Barbiel, Adnachiel, and Hanael, which keep the cubic 
Green Stone which the Effectist takes in his command and his corrective hand, 
protecting the last sound that opens the 7th door with this seventh Clue. 

In his dwelling we will live, and he will talk from his Interior with us on the Table 
of Solomon that, with its four Oirim made out of Holy Perfume which protect us 
in this your earth, we will open his mind to any questions he wishes to accept 
that are answered to him according to his Understanding and Comprehension. 

A railing shall be opened by two whose clue both have. Another railing shall be 
opened by them to penetrate in the Labyrinth of the sarcophagus of clay, water, 



 

and fire. As for the third railing only one has the clue to open it; and the fourth 
railing quadrangular and cubic can only be opened by him on one induced 
occasion, and can only be “touched” by him to hold a dialogue with himself that 
it will be us at the same time and the Aspects of the Mirror where the Face is 
Felt. And that way, without leaders or absurd assemblies, Heaven will Truly be 
brought to the Earth because the Earth has so agreed with heaven in the THAU 
which these Spiritual Priests have on their foreheads drawn with the charcoal 
lighted with Love, that in the happiness of the Pact between the Highest and the 
Lowest, was finally recovered. 

Everything will be united for the centuries to come. In the end the last sign of 
the Only Book shall be recovered starting on the year of the Revolution of Love 
as per your calendar, and that adds up 3, because the third Manifestation, the 
one that is in the centre of Everything, will make covenants with the Effect and 
Mystique and will be recovered as has been Established. This third 
Manifestation is called Transcendence by Wisdom. 

Be united the opposed triangles, be them united in what will be the seventh 
central point. Be united red and white for the terror of some and the happiness 
of others, because the hexagon and the two triangles enclosed in the symbol of 
the Divinity will make emerge the Caste which will make covenants with what is 
Celestial eating up the anarchists of the Spirit who will lack the name. 

The 366 days elapse and the sky and the enamelled deepness over the Sun 
are transformed by the Effect in a Solar circle with three rays protruding over 
the Man already Consecrated by Us the Virtues. In the central ray, underneath, 
will be seen how Venus shines trembling as the permanent symbol of the Cubic 
Green Stone, the Gem of Splendour which unites the four phases of the Moon, 
and which exhales the last sound of the Great Door, of the 7th Manifestation. 

 


